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The INA Timing Belt KIT. A complete original.

INA is the world’s leading producer of belt system components for original fitment.
We also offer the best range of OE content timing belt kits to independent workshops, with all 
you need for a professional repair in just one box - right down to the last nut, bolt and washer. 
Don’t get palmed off with cheaper alternatives that are short on content and quality. 
Every leading vehicle manufacturer gives INA the thumbs up. So should you. #EngineExperts

Visit www.repxpert.co.uk for free access to vehicle manufacturer installation guides, 
torque specifications, service information and much more.

NO SHORT CUTS. 
NO SHORT KITS.

GENUINE INA TIMING BELT KIT
contains OE belt, tensioner, pulleys and all ancillaries

COMPETITOR KIT
with replica tensioners and pulleys and missing ancillaries

http://www.repxpert.co.uk
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DEAR READER
In our final issue of 2018, thoughts turn to the challenges, or I should say, 
opportunities of 2019 and beyond, some of which were discussed at the recent 
NTDA conference – read about automotive megatrends and advice from ‘The 
Garage Inspector’ on page 6. One of the biggest challenges workshops face is 
finding staff, so we’ve launched a recruitment introduction service, see page 26.

We met up with many old friends and made some new ones at our recent Big 
Day Out in Nottingham. Over 60 techs worked through a live fault on an Audi A8 
(see page 8) and heard from Peter Melville of HEVRA and Matt Cleevely on how to 
benefit from hybrid & EV repair. Peter provides a vehicle profile on page 20, on the 
e-Up!

If high performance sports cars are more your style, turn to page 52 for a chance of 
winning a PalmerSport track day for yourself and a friend.

Autotechnician heads to Westech Cars, a BMW specialist in Basingstoke (page 53) 
to find out what makes their business tick and throughout the issue you’ll find 
various case studies and advice from our technical contributors.

We hope you’ve enjoyed the magazine this year. We will be producing nine issues 
throughout 2019, head to our website www.autotechnician.co.uk to subscribe and 
ensure you receive your free copies. Please get in touch if you’d like to feedback 
suggestions or you’d like us to visit your workshop in the new year.

Wishing you all a great couple of months – look after yourselves and have fun. We’ll 
see you on the flip side. 

 
NICOLA ST CLAIR
EDITOR

 facebook.com/Autotechmagazine
  twitter.com/autotech_mag

* View and download previous digital issues at  
Autotechnician.co.uk

To receive free issues in the post, register by clicking ‘Subscribe’ at 
www.autotechnician.co.uk
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INDUSTRY RESPONSE TO THE  
AUTUMN BUDGET
The Chancellor announced that fuel duty will be frozen for 
the ninth year in a row and from April 2019, the personal 
tax allowance and higher rate tax threshold will be raised to 
£12,500 and £50,000, respectively. The National Living Wage 
will also increase from £7.83 an hour to £8.21.

The Independent Garage Association welcomed the reduction 
in small business rates announced by the Chancellor in 
the Autumn Budget. “We are delighted the Chancellor is 
considering small businesses who are the lifeblood of the UK 
economy,” Stuart James, IGA Director comments.

“This will help garage owners by allowing them 
to reallocate their budget in a difficult market 
environment, at a time when the aftermarket is 
evolving and an increase in investment in tools and 
equipment is absolutely essential.”

The Chancellor confirmed that its new business rates relief, 
targeted at small retailers, could knock a third off their bills and 
that 90% of them would benefit from the proposals. To qualify 
as a small retailer, business premises must have a rateable value 
of £51,000 or less.

Mike Hawes, Chief Executive of the Society of Motor 
Manufacturers & Traders, had this to say: “There are some 
welcome announcements in the Budget, including further 
funding for the industrial strategy, in particular the Stephenson 
Challenge and investment into infrastructure. Amid continuing 
Brexit uncertainty, however, the automotive industry was 
looking for a stimulus to boost a flagging new car market. We 
wanted to see more incentives for consumers to purchase the 
latest, most environmentally friendly vehicles. 

"The forthcoming review into the impact of WLTP on Vehicle 
Excise Duty and company car tax must, therefore, ensure 
that motorists buying the latest, cleanest cars are not 
unfairly penalised. Industry looks forward to working closely 
with government on this review to ensure we encourage 
the newest, cleanest vehicles on to our roads rather than 
incentivising consumers and businesses to keep older vehicles 
going longer.”

CHANGES TO APPRENTICESHIPS
Philip Hammond announced that he is giving an extra £695m 
to kick-start the new Apprenticeship programme but Steve 
Nash, CEO, Institute of the Motor Industry, questions the 
delayed implementation. “The reduction – from 10% to 5% 
– in the contribution small businesses have to make to the 
cost of apprenticeships will not come into effect until next 
April. Any small business already trying to balance their books 
and cashflow could well be tempted to delay apprenticeship 
starts on that basis.  It’s a shame that, unlike other changes 
announced yesterday, this isn’t implemented with immediate 
effect.”

RENT OUT YOUR DRIVEWAY
Driveway owners with electric vehicle charge points can 
now rent them out as parking spaces to motorists with EVs. 
Customers will be able to make bookings for YourParkingSpace.
co.uk spaces where EV charging is available directly through 
Zap-Map.com, the UK’s largest platform for finding EV charge 
points.

Harrison Woods, MD of YourParkingSpace.co.uk, says: “This is a 
fantastic opportunity for driveway owners with a charge point 
to make some extra money as the electric revolution takes off, 
especially given the fact that the Government is committed to 
banning the sale of new petrol and diesel cars in just over 20 
years.

“It also means EV owners can leave their cars to top-up on 
juice as they enjoy other activities such as going to the shops, 
watching a football match or having a meal.”

NEWS
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www.gea.co.uk

DVSA rules state that MOT equipment must be regularly calibrated and
maintained.
Visit www.gea.co.uk to find a list of companies who have their engineers
independently accredited by the Garage Equipment Association.

IS YOUR MOT EQUIPMENT
ACCURATELY CALIBRATED?

gea_1_Layout 1  18/03/2014  13:06  Page 3

STANDARD MOTOR PRODUCTS EUROPE TO 
TAKE CONTROL OF LUCAS LICENCE 
There will now be a period of transition as customers migrate 
over to the SMPE managed Lucas engine management 
programme, which includes: Ignition coils, cam/crank sensors, 
air mass meters, lead sets, coolant temp sensors and oil 
pressure switches, engineered by SMPE in the UK and Poland.

Richard Morley, SMPE Commercial Director, comments: “This 
is fantastic news for the UK & Ireland aftermarket, home of the 
Lucas brand. Through our continued success in developing 
the Lucas brand to customers throughout Europe, we are 

delighted to be able to offer UK & Ireland stockists the same 
benefits as we look to grow their sales of engine management 
products.   

“With the range at its best, our wider plans are to ensure the 
Lucas brand builds on its heritage and remains synonymous 
with quality and performance. Under SMPE’s stewardship, we 
are confident of achieving this.”

SMPE were also the principal suppliers of Lucas branded 
engine management during the 1990s. The business will 
also be working closely with other Lucas licence holders of 
complementary product programmes.

OBSOLETE MODELS
Online vehicle marketplace CarGurus has revealed 
a list of obsolete cars that despite no longer being 
made are still searched for, and bought, via its 
website.

Latest figures reveal several models also appear in the 
SMMT’s Top 100 best-selling used cars list, accounting 
for more than 310,000 sales this year alone, despite 
being off sale for years. Cars include premium models 
such as the Jaguar X-Type and Land Rover Freelander, 
as well as family cars like the Vauxhall Vectra and 
Toyota Corolla.

KNOW YOUR CAN BUS? PROVE IT!
Autotechnician has uploaded the final Autotech assessment 
of 2018 to www.autotechnician.co.uk/registration, devised 
by expert repairer and independent trainer Andy Crook of 
GotBoost. The networking quiz will enable you to test your 
knowledge of CAN Bus and your diagnostic test routine. If 
you have not already registered to take the Autotech tests, fill 
out the quick form and you’ll gain instant access. If you have 
previously registered, simply log in and select Test 6. Once 
completed, your scores, correct answers and explanations are 
emailed instantly to you. Turn to page 11 to find out more…

http://www.gea.co.uk
http://www.autotechnician.co.uk/registration
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Hiring cars via apps, workshop referrals 
from China’s answer to Amazon and 
how to run a successful workshop – 
just a few items on the agenda at this 
month’s NTDA conference

Tyre industry professionals and the 
aftermarket at large, gather each year to 
discuss current trends in technology and 
other influences shaping automotive 
repair businesses at the National Tyre 
Distributors Association conference.

Preparing for the future was a major 
theme at the event and Quentin le Hetet 
of GiPA UK, an aftermarket research 
agency who monitor industry and 
motorist developments, set the scene 
with an overview of some automotive 
megatrends and how these will directly 
affect workshops. 

Quentin began by looking at the growth 
of the car parc globally, highlighting 
the 3.7% rise seen in Europe between 
2011 and 2017, compared to the 137% 
increase in China over the same period. 
China is set to surpass the US market 
as the largest aftermarket player in the 
world, and we can expect them to be 
a major player in alternative vehicle 
technology. This explosion in China’s 
aftermarket has driven e-commerce, 
with China’s answer to Amazon, Alibaba 
(the largest online retailer in the world), 
edging its way into parts supply. They 
have invested in Jingu, who link drivers 
to workshops to fit the part purchased. 
Quentin suggests this will become more 
commonplace in the UK, completely 
reshaping how drivers end up in  
a workshop. 

The ‘car as a service’ rather than a 
commodity, was the next megatrend 
discussed, leading to less cars on the 
road but increased usage, therefore no 
shortage of maintenance or repairs. GiPA 
stated how cities will be early adopters 
in this area, leading the change to 
consumers using apps to rent from a 
fleet of cars for an amount of time rather 
than owning vehicles. 

THE SUCCESSFUL 
WORKSHOP
Andy Savva, or ‘The Garage Inspector,’ 
made a huge success of his repair 

workshop in London 
due to his enviable mix 
of technical aptitude 
and business acumen 
– and now dedicates 
his time to sharing the 

latter with independent workshops 
through consultancy. Andy delivered 
some words of wisdom at the event and 
started with the basics – to be a success, 
you must have a vision. Before he 
opened the doors of Brunswick Garage 
to the public, he held focus evenings to 
understand what motorists didn’t like 
about the service received from existing 
independents and dealers. The results 
fed into the values that underpinned 
Brunswick and this vision was included 
in staff handbooks, displayed in 
reception and used in customer 
marketing – he basically set out to  
do the opposite of what the others  
were doing! 

“Training should be a habit, no-one can 
be fully skilled.”

DEMONSTRATING 
COMPETENCY
The NTDA introduced three licences last 
year – Licensed Retail Tyre Technician, 
Licensed Vehicle Service Technician and 
Licensed Commercial Tyre Technician 
– in a bid to improve the safety and 
standard of work of tyre technicians. 
Chairman, Prashant Chopra, told 
delegates that more than 250 licences 
had been issued under the new Tyre 
Technician Professional Development 
Scheme, with over 5,000 issued for 
the commercial benchmark. Chopra 
explained:

 “A number of tyre distributors, 
manufacturers, aftermarket suppliers 
and training providers have adopted 
the scheme both to deliver the required 
training and assessment, but also to 
deliver refresher and CPD training. 
The NTDA believes, as do many other 
professional bodies in the sector, that 
training, competency assessment and 
licensing are the way forward in ensuring 
we have a professional, safe and fit for 
purpose workforce in the future.”

Tyre experts look at the bigger picture



Unit 3, Brunel Court, Brunel Way, Severalls Business Park, Colchester, Essex CO4 9XP, United Kingdom
Tel: 01206 849920 • Fax: +44 1206 853759 • info@actronics.co.uk • www.actronics.co.uk

′Remanufactured to last′

Affordable car electronic
remanufacturing

Order now: 
01206

849920

£142
+ VAT

Instrument cluster Audi A4/A5 (B8) 2008-2015 
Remanufactured: £142 + VAT
Common failures: Display failure | Illumination failure | Illumination flickers | Total failure

Instrument cluster Audi A4/A5 (B8) 2008-2015 
Remanufactured: £142 + VAT
Common failures: Display failure Common failures: Display failure 

mailto:info@actronics.co.uk
http://www.actronics.co.uk
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Following on from our ‘Big Day Out’ at Reading College in 
June, we held another interactive, diagnostic training day 
in Nottingham. EMTEC College is a fantastic venue and on 
Saturday 27th October, over 60 technicians arrived and were 
ready to start the day after tea, coffee and fresh pastries.

The presenters included the ever-popular double act of 
Andy Crook and James Dillon, supported by another of 
Autotechnician’s technical contributors David Wagstaff. In 
addition to the diagnostics training, there was a section on 
HEVs presented by Peter Melville of the Hybrid and Electric 
Vehicle Repair Alliance. He was joined by Matt Cleevely, the 
owner and operator of Cleevely EV – a leading independent 
HEV repair and servicing business in Cheltenham. He 
brought along his Tesla S and thrilled/terrified techs by 
demonstrating the instant power and impressive grip of the 
EV by tearing around the industrial estate during the lunch 
break.  

Each ‘Big Day Out’ event is packed full of information and this 
one was no different. The day started with an overview of 
‘The Psychology of Diagnostics’, plus OKRs (Objectives & Key 
Results) as a management framework to monitor key areas of 
an automotive repair business. 

The rest of the morning focused on HEVs. While this subject 
is a bit ‘marmite’, the end result and inevitability of the way 

things are going are clear. Each presenter had a hand in 
showing that HEVs should not be feared or avoided and 
are a lucrative, albeit different, revenue stream. James then 
demonstrated how to perform a compression test on a Prius, 
when it doesn’t have a starter motor and can’t be turned 
over like a conventional vehicle, when a misfire-like fault had 
been reported.

After lunch, Andy and James walked the delegates through 
a fault on an Audi A8 diesel. With the vehicle in the training 
room, it was down to the delegates to put forward their 
hypotheses of what was wrong and what they would test. 
The group then voted on which course of action to take 
to progress the investigation. This part of the ‘Big Day Out’ 
makes it truly unique and with 60+ technicians in the room, 
it’s not just the presenters that end up imparting knowledge. 

Keep an eye on www.facebook.com/Autotechmagazine 
and www.twitter.com/autotech_mag for the latest news, 
views, technical articles, products and installation tips.
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Repair experts guide  
a live fix at Autotechnician’s  
Big Day Out
By Nathan Wise, Digital Brand Manager

Autotech 2018 is sponsored by:

THE FINAL BIG
DAY OUT OF 2018
A TRAINING EVENT YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS

Independent technicians and workshop owners
are invited to join Autotechnician magazine on
Saturday 27 October in Nottingham for
interactive diagnostics with two of the trade's
best trainers, plus an insight into Hybrid &
Electric Vehicles. A fantastic day, with great food
and networking.

The final Big Day Out event for 2018 will be held at
EmTEc college, mere Way, Ruddington Business Park,
Nottingham, NG11 6JZ on Saturday 27th October
from 9.00am to 4.30pm. Thanks to our sponsors,
tickets are available at the discounted rate of £69.50,
which includes all refreshments, lunch and parking.
Email: admin@autotechnician.co.uk or call Nicola on
01634 816 165 to book your ticket today.
Please Note: Numbers are limited, so book your place
as soon as possible if you can make the date.

WHAT DELEGATES THOUGHT OF
READING’S BIG DAY OUT:
“Just wanted to say thank you to you and the team for yesterday. We
all had a great time and can't wait to come again.” DA

“A great event from a great magazine. Really inspiring discussion and
not one of your usual PowerPoint courses. It's always nice to hear
James Dillon talk and this was no different, truly passionate and
thought provoking. A very enjoyable day out, and a bargain compared
to the entry fee! Thanks guys!” mA

“Fun, engaging and interesting business/technical content delivered
by Andy crook & James Dillon today – was certainly worth the 4am
start!” EJ

“Great day out guys as always. Great presentation, great food and
some great people, keep up the good work.” RK

JAMES DILLON & ANDY CROOK

Every element of the day
will be focused on working
through live faults,
helping technicians
improve on customer
interaction, diagnostic
process, evidence
gathering and
recording, testing
procedures, maximizing time and money, and 
getting that all important first-time fix. 

BDO_HOUSEA4_ADVERT_nott.qxp_Layout 1  11/07/2018  17:11  Page 1

DAY OUT

http://www.facebook.com/Autotechmagazine
http://www.twitter.com/autotech_mag
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“The presentations by Andrew Crook, James 
Dillon with David Wagstaff, Pete Melville and 
Matt Cleevely were very thought provoking and 
I learnt a lot. Seriously thinking about buying an 
EV vehicle, a Tesla might be out of my budget 
though. 

It was good to catch up with trade friends and 
meet people who I’ve got to know through 
automotive groups.”

Anthony P

“Cracking day today at Autotechnician’s BIG 
DAY OUT in Nottingham. Great to catch up 
with so many friends from the trade and 
fantastic presentations by James Dillon, 
Andrew Crook and Pete Melville. Top job folks.”

Darren D

Thanks to our 2018 sponsors ACtronics, Dayco and ZF [pro]Tech we have been able to provide a series of online 
knowledge assessments and staged two training events this year – offering technicians a chance to network and 
gain practical repair advice from two of the best trainers, at a subsidised rate. A special thanks to Andy Crook and 
James Dillon and to those involved behind the scenes, and especially those of you who have taken part, both in 
person and online. Autotech 2019 will be back in the Jan/Feb issue to challenge your repair skills! 

DAY OUT
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Test your 
networking 
knowledge
We have now uploaded the final Autotech 
assessment of 2018 to www.autotechnician.
co.uk/registration, devised by expert repairer and 
independent trainer Andy Crook of GotBoost. 
The networking quiz will enable you to test your 
knowledge of CAN Bus and your diagnostic test 
routine. If you have not already registered to take 
the Autotech tests, fill out the quick form and 
you’ll gain instant access. If you have previously 
registered, simply log in and select Test 6.

The scene is set with the following scenario and 
your knowledge is assessed as the case study 
progresses and relevant data is captured:

Q1. A VEHICLE HAS BEEN RECOVERED TO YOUR WORKSHOP, 
THE CUSTOMER HAS REPORTED AN ENGINE MALFUNCTION 
WARNING ON THE DASH AND MOST OF THE OTHER WARNING 
LIGHTS HAVE COME ON.

During your customer interview you have discovered some 
functions of the vehicle are operational while others are not. For 
example, it starts and drives, but the heater/aircon control panel 
is not illuminated and the heater fan is running at full speed.

The customer fears he may have damaged the car beyond repair 
while trying to fit a dash cam.

A global scan has discovered only 4 control units 
communicating and 3 of them contain faults.

Engine ECU - 1 fault stored

ABS ECU - 3 faults stored

Steering Angle Sensor Module - 0 faults stored

Body Control Module - 1 fault stored

The High-Speed CAN Bus Network is communicating with 
the scan tool, but the Medium Speed Bus appears not to be 
reporting any modules at all. How can a technician easily find 
out what modules are fitted within the vehicle networks?

There are 15 questions in total. Once you have completed the test, 
your confidential scores are emailed to you, along with explanations 
behind each right answer.

Autotech 2019 will be introduced in the Jan/Feb issue, providing you 
with more assessments and training events throughout the new year. 

Autotech 2018 is sponsored by:

THE FINAL BIG
DAY OUT OF 2018
A TRAINING EVENT YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS

Independent technicians and workshop owners
are invited to join Autotechnician magazine on
Saturday 27 October in Nottingham for
interactive diagnostics with two of the trade's
best trainers, plus an insight into Hybrid &
Electric Vehicles. A fantastic day, with great food
and networking.

The final Big Day Out event for 2018 will be held at
EmTEc college, mere Way, Ruddington Business Park,
Nottingham, NG11 6JZ on Saturday 27th October
from 9.00am to 4.30pm. Thanks to our sponsors,
tickets are available at the discounted rate of £69.50,
which includes all refreshments, lunch and parking.
Email: admin@autotechnician.co.uk or call Nicola on
01634 816 165 to book your ticket today.
Please Note: Numbers are limited, so book your place
as soon as possible if you can make the date.

WHAT DELEGATES THOUGHT OF
READING’S BIG DAY OUT:
“Just wanted to say thank you to you and the team for yesterday. We
all had a great time and can't wait to come again.” DA

“A great event from a great magazine. Really inspiring discussion and
not one of your usual PowerPoint courses. It's always nice to hear
James Dillon talk and this was no different, truly passionate and
thought provoking. A very enjoyable day out, and a bargain compared
to the entry fee! Thanks guys!” mA

“Fun, engaging and interesting business/technical content delivered
by Andy crook & James Dillon today – was certainly worth the 4am
start!” EJ

“Great day out guys as always. Great presentation, great food and
some great people, keep up the good work.” RK

JAMES DILLON & ANDY CROOK

Every element of the day
will be focused on working
through live faults,
helping technicians
improve on customer
interaction, diagnostic
process, evidence
gathering and
recording, testing
procedures, maximizing time and money, and 
getting that all important first-time fix. 

BDO_HOUSEA4_ADVERT_nott.qxp_Layout 1  11/07/2018  17:11  Page 1
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The automotive industry is experiencing one of its biggest 
periods of change ever and my role as technician has changed 
immeasurably since I started as a 14-year-old in the family 
business back in the early 80s.

Back then I had a Saturday job, which mainly involved the usual 
apprentice tasks of cleaning the floor and making the tea. I 
soon moved on to servicing. The norm was lots of greasing – 
ball joints, trunnions, propshafts, steering racks – you name it, 
it probably had a grease nipple. There were plugs and points to 
check and change and oil changes every 3,000 miles. High tech 
electronics was installing a radio someone had been given for 
Christmas, some of which even had two speakers!

The 80s saw the introduction of electronic ignition. This made 
servicing quicker and easier and was generally pretty reliable. 
We also saw the introduction of fuel injection; first mechanical, 
then basic electronic versions. Most people stumbled through 
without any training on these systems and we all just coped 
with it.

The 90s saw catalytic converters with Lambda feedback, ABS 
systems, alarms and immobilisers and Airbags. Electronics 
modules now totalled 3 or 4 and we were already seeing 
people struggling with the technology. Garages that had been 
used to the mechanical routine of oils and grease now had 
to get involved in electronics and technology, and for some it 
was a time to give up. Others relied on aftermarket information 
suppliers and the books they provided to explain how these 
systems worked and how to activate and decipher the flash 
fault codes they produced.

THE MAGIC BOX MYTH IS BORN
Late 90s and early 2000s saw serial diagnostic tools. The early 
systems barely gave you any more information than the flash 
codes they replaced, but it looked impressive to the customer 
that you could plug an electronic gismo into the car and it told 
you what was wrong with it. It gave those garages that were 
struggling something to hold onto, all they had to do was buy 
this tool and it would do all the work for them. They didn’t 
need to understand the technology and invest the time and 
effort to learn how to fix them. They believed and perpetuated 
the myth that these diagnostic tools were all seeing, all you 
had to do was change the component it pointed to and all 
would be well. Customers bought into this and instead of 
these changes leading to an understanding of the technology 
involved, the job instead was de-skilled, with the perception 
that anybody could just plug a machine in and have the same 
end result.

Over the next ten years every new car model that came 
out had more electronics on-board. Slowly, but surely, 
every component on the car came under the control of an 
electronics unit. Features such air conditioning, windows, 
cooling fans and even seat adjustment had electronics added 
to improve functionality. The linking of the components 
together through on-board communication networks allowed 
information to be shared between modules and the inter-
dependence of each module to another meant that pinning 
down exactly which module was at fault became so much 
harder.CO

M
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The digital era
By David Wagstaff AAE MIMI

FROM TRUNNIONS TO ROLLING COMPUTER NETWORKS – DAVID WAGSTAFF LOOKS BACK 
TO THE DAYS OF HELPING OUT IN HIS FAMILY’S GARAGE AT 14 YEARS’ OLD AND TO THE 
FUTURE OF CONNECTED VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY
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facebook.com/ngksparkplugsuk 
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There’s no substitute 
for an original.
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LOOK HOW FAR WE’VE COME!
Fast forward a few years and I’m now a Master Technician in a 
Volvo dealership. My norm is now advanced driver aids, hybrid 
vehicles, Radar, Lidar, semi-autonomous vehicles, connected 
service bookings and remote software downloads. I am now 
more likely to be checking to see if there was an interruption in 
‘the cloud’ than looking for a physical fault or checking that a 
customer’s phone hardware and software is compatible both 
with their vehicle and their preferred streaming service.

The vehicles we work on have become rolling computer 
networks with hundreds of modules communicating over 
different networks and physical layers. As well as performing 
the task of getting the occupants from A to B, it has now to 
provide them with entertainment and mobile Wi-Fi to help 
them keep up with social media on the go. The technology 
involved is up there with commercial aircraft and increasing 
with every new model that comes out.

Our need for information and data has changed too. Things like 
oil capacities and tyres pressures might be useful, but I need 
in-depth explanations of the design and function of systems, 
so I can study and understand how a fault in one sub-system 
will affect another and whether a fault is likely to be physical, 
software or even located outside the car. As far as I can see, the 
only reliable source for all this information is direct from the 
vehicle manufacturer.

Yet has the public perception of our roles changed? Probably 
not. Many people still believe that somehow this wonder of 
modern living is still powered by oils and grease, and a quick 
plug in is all that is needed to fix their problems. Are we as an 
industry attracting the right people to join our ranks? With 
the level of technology in modern vehicles is there now a 
need for people joining to be at degree level for a diagnostic 
position? Unless we embark on large scale training programs 
there is going to be a massive skills gap within a few years, but 

for this to happen, those in charge need to understand the 
complexities of the role and be willing to seek out the right 
candidates and provide them with an attractive employment 
package.

The next few years will see full electric, fully autonomous cars 
becoming common place. Your vehicle will become part of the 
Internet Of Things, it will communicate with your home, your 
workplace and its surroundings in general. 

There is no returning to the days of points and grease, but I for 
one am looking forward to the challenge.
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Many technicians who succeed at fixing more cars faster 
generally adopt different fault finding techniques. Those 
who are doing mostly service and mechanical repair don’t 
need or don’t want to go much beyond basic fault codes and 
rudimentary testing. If it’s not a simple fault, these folks are 
happy to refer the customer elsewhere, or to ‘get a guy in’ to do 
the ‘difficult diagnostic stuff’. I understand that. These people 
are happy earning money from service and repair, so they don’t 
have to get involved in this type of work.

An interesting question to consider is what factors would 
classify a fault as too difficult? What makes it a fault that can’t 
be done by the service guy? Would it be a symptom and no 
fault codes? Or perhaps many fault codes and no symptom? 
Or even a fault code that fitting the fault coded parts wasn’t 
fixed by replacing those parts? How about your bog-standard 
misfire diagnosis? Does this fault classify as too difficult? Not 
at the outset maybe, but what if new injectors (or a new spark 
plug and coil pack for petrol engines) didn’t solve the issue? 
What if compression was good on the gauge, so it had to be 
something electronic? Well folks, hang on to your metaphorical 
hats, because I’m going to take you down a potential rabbit 
hole of a diagnostic problem which revolves around a simple 
engine misfire.

The guiding principles of misfire diagnostics, when I was 
a young whipper snapper, was to validate basic elements 
required for combustion, such as compression, ignition 
(compression or spark), fuel and timing (all these things in the 

right order). Several tests exist to ‘prove’ each of these things. 
It’s likely that the equipment present in the workshop, and 
the relative skill level of the tech applying them, will define 
the outcome of the data gathering. Of course, almost every 
technician can use a compression test gauge (petrol or diesel), 
but perhaps it takes a special sort to consider the frailties of this 
test without external guidance or influences. 

My very old and worn out saying ‘the 4-rights of data gathering’ 
– that you must measure the right thing, in the right way, at 
the right time, with the right tool – comes to bear. When you 
can’t diagnose the problem, one of the 4-rights ‘rules’ will have 
been broken. The compression test has a major flaw; there is a 
compression fault that will pass the compression test but will 
cause a misfire condition. ‘The 4-rights of data gathering’ were 
developed to enable technicians to be critical of the results 
they gathered and to challenge test results which seemed ‘OK’. 
Over the years, many of the jobs that appeared at Technical 
Topics HQ had the accompanying technician statements of 
what couldn’t be wrong, because these ‘things’ had been 
tested already. Yes, but was the right thing measured, in the 
right way, at the right time, with the right tool? Invariably, not. 
There would be something, often very ‘minor,’ that had slipped 
through the first garage’s diagnostic process.

So, onto our problem. We are faced by a vehicle with a misfire. 
My favoured technique is to validate cranking effort via the 
starter motor current draw. This method requires no parts to be 
removed, so it’s quick and accurate. We simply hook a current 
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The ‘4-rights of data gathering’ 
By James Dillon of Technical Topics

FIGURE 1: Relative compression test, current clamp on battery cable
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clamp to the battery negative cable, measure the battery 
voltage directly and crank the engine for 10 seconds. The 
principle is that the mechanical effort of the engine will cause 
the starter to pull peak current during each TDC event, in the 
same way your arm must apply more pressure on the socket 
and bar when you wind the engine over by the front pulley 
bolt after a timing belt change. We simply look at the current 
peaks and check for the differences, in exactly the same way 
that we would look at the needle on the gauge of a traditional 
compression tester. The current clamp test technique earns 
you more money than the traditional test, as it saves a whole 
heap of time and is highly unlikely to cause mechanical 
breakages to spark plugs or glow plugs.

Figure 1 shows the resultant current waveform from the 
misfiring engine during cranking. It can be seen that there is 
an imbalance in the mechanical effort, as the current draw is 
different on corresponding peaks, there is one peak for each 
of the cylinders. Now, let’s see if the gathered data passes the 
4-rights sense check. What are your initial thoughts on the 
cause for the imbalance? Please take a second to consider the 
answer before you read on. 

Thought one, which may be derived by the Anchor Thinking 
principle, which we covered on the recent Big Day Out in 
Reading, is that the lower current draw cylinders (they would 
also be shown as lower on a compression gauge) are indicative 
of our problem. 

Thought two, is that the higher compression is our problem 

cylinder. This thought is counter intuitive, as we are 
conditioned to consider low is bad – after all, who ever saw a 
compression that was too high, let alone one that was too high 
that caused a compression issue?

The judgement you make based on this data is going to guide 
your next step and your next test. The benefit of adopting 
novel data gathering techniques is that non-intrusive testing 
is possible; mechanical strip and fit then occurs as part of the 
rectification, not as part of the diagnosis. In practical terms, 
the vehicle can be fully diagnosed whilst remaining in a 
running condition. This is particularly useful where mobility 
and workload planning are influencing factors of workshop 
management. 

Back to our thoughts on diagnostic direction, both answers 
may be correct and this is often the dilemma we face during 
diagnostics; a definitive diagnosis cannot be drawn based 
on this limited amount of data. To be definitive, we should 
challenge this data/result with another test, or at least have 
comparative or baseline data. Remember that data must have 
context to become useful information. 

Our compression problem is not unique in the fact that our 
comparison in data is uni-conditional (99.9% of the time is 
evaluated against a ‘too low’ value). We will progress to the 
next step in a subsequent case study.

James’ highly recommended Diagnostic Bootcamp training 
courses will help you fix more cars, faster. See his website for 
details:  www.techtopics.co.uk/training.

http://www.techtopics.co.uk/training
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28239RH

PETROL 
GENERATORS

 Honda 
engine
models 
available

EX.VAT
£119.98

INC.VAT

£99.98
FROM ONLY

PG3800

 CHECK FRAME 
TYPE WHEN 
ORDERING

 MODEL KVA HP EXC.VAT INC.VAT
G720 0.7 - £99.98 £119.98
G1200 1.1 - £159.98 £191.98
PG2500  2.2 6.5 £179.98 £215.98
PG3800  3 7 £239.98 £287.98
PG3800DV  3 7 £269.00 £322.80
PG6500DVES  5.5 13 £499.00 £598.80

HIGH FREQUENCY 
BATTERY CHARGERS

 Energy effi cient inverter, protects battery from 
high current damage  Microprocessor 
provides appropriate 
charging rate  Variable 
current output for
quick, medium
or trickle
charge

 MAX MAX
MODEL CHARGE BATTERY EXC.VAT INC.VAT
HFBC12 6 Amps 100Ah £44.99 £53.99
HFBC12/24 20 Amps 200Ah £79.98 £95.98

HFBC12/24

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£53.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£44.99

JUMP 
STARTS

Provides essential home, garage 
and roadside assistance  
  Integral work light 
  910/JS1100C include 
air compressor 
 Long life battery

 Foot operated hydraulic 
powered  Adjustable for 
springs up to 350mm 
dia. & 254mm in length 
 Yoke travel: 340mm 
 Weight 31.5kg

STRUT SPRING 
COMPRESSOR

SSC1000

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£131.98

INC.VAT

£109.98

 PARTS 
WASHERS

 MODEL TANK CAP. TYPE EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CW2D 10Ltrs Bench £39.98 £47.98
CW1D 45Ltrs Floor £99.98 £119.98
CWM20 22.5Ltrs Floor £139.98 £167.98
CW40 75Ltrs Floor £159.98 £191.98

 PARTS WASHER 
FLUID FROM

£5.99 INC.VAT 

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£47.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£39.98

 • Boltless 
quick and 
easy assembly 
(only a mallet 
required)

CHOICE OF 5 COLOURS

RED, BLUE, GREY 
SILVER &

GALVANISED STEEL

HEAVY DUTY 
BOLTLESS
SHELVING 

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£95.98

INC.VAT

ONLY
£79.98

ASSEMBLES 
AS BENCH OR 
CORNER UNIT

CS5265265
KG

PER SHELF

WHEN YOU BUY 
4 SHELVING UNITS 

AND 
SAVE AT LEAST
£38.39 INC.VAT

SAVE
10%

WHEN YOU BUY 

SASAS
1EXTRA

 Honda & Diesel
engine models in stock

 HEAVY 
DUTY 
PETROL 
POWER 
WASHERS

PLS195

 PRESSURE ENGINE EXC. INC.
MODEL BAR/PSI HP VAT  VAT
Tiger1800 110/1595 2.6 £219.00 £262.80
Tiger2600 170/2465  4 £289.00 £346.80
Tiger3000 200/2900  6.5 £349.00 £418.80
PLS195  186/2698  6.5 £439.00 £526.80
PLS265 260/3770 13 £669.00 £802.80

CAN DRAW 
OWN WATER

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£262.80

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£219.00

 Produces pure sine wave 
& stable power, essential 

for computers & sensitive 
equipment   Low noise 

 Fuel Effi cient Eco 
Throttle  12V battery 
charging facility  Up 
to 7 hours run time 
on 3/4 load  4 stroke 

engine

INVERTER 
GENERATORS 

EXC.VAT
£215.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£179.98

IG1200B

 MAX WEIGHT EXC. INC.
 MODEL OUTPUT KG VAT VAT
IG950B 800W 9.3 £179.98 £215.98
IG1200B 1100W 12.4  £249.98 £299.98
IG3500F 3400W 35  £329.00 £394.80
IG2000B 1800W 19.4  £349.98 £419.98
IG2200 2200W 26.6  £389.00 £466.80

 800W NEW
NEW

 1800W 19.4  NEW

NEW
RANGE

PRO TOOL 
CHESTS & 
CABINETS

EXC.VAT
£81.58

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£67.98

RUBBER GRIP 
SIDE HANDLES

STORAGE

 EXTRA 
LARGE 

DRAWER 
PULLS

EXTRA 
LARGE
EXTRA 
HEAVY 
DUTY

MODEL DESCRIPTION EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CBB306 6 Dr chest £149.98 £179.98
CBB315 5 Dr chest £279.98 £335.98
CBB228B 8 Dr cabinet £389.00 £466.80
1 CBB224B 14 Dr chest £259.98 £311.98
2 CBB226B 16 Dr cabinet £449.00 £538.80

CBB231B 56"wide 9 Dr chest £399.00 £478.80
CBB230B 56"wide 13 Dr cabinet £599.00 £718.80

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£179.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£149.98

1

2

  Ammeter   Multi-
position charge regulator
  Overload protection 
on charging cycle

 BATTERY 
CHARGERS/ 
ENGINE 
STARTERS 

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£77.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£64.99

BC520N

1

2

CW1D

 HYDRAULIC
MOTORCYCLE LIFT

CML3

EXC.VAT
£478.80

INC.VAT

£399.00

BEST
SELLER

 • Safety locking device  • Hinged ramp 
for easy loading  • Table size 2200 x 685mm  
• Fully mobile  • Max lift height 770mm  
AIR ASSISTED VERSION ALSO IN STOCK 
FOR ONLY £550.80 INC. VAT

 FOLDS FLAT FOR 
EASY STORAGE

 MODEL MAX AMPS 
 CHARGE/BOOST EXC.VAT INC.VAT
BC130C 15/120 £64.99 £77.99
BC190 38/180 £94.99 £113.99
BC210C 25/200 £109.00 £130.80
BC410E 35/400 £129.98 £155.98
WBC180 35/180 £139.98 £167.98
BC205N 30/200 £179.98 £215.98
WBC240 45/240 £159.98 £191.98
BC520N 50/100 £179.98 £215.98
WBC400 60/350 £199.00 £238.80

  STARTING PEAK EXC. INC.
 MODEL  BOOST AMPS VAT VAT
900  400 900 £59.98 £71.98
JS1100   500 1100 £64.99 £77.99
910  400 900 £69.98 £83.98
JS1100C  500 1100 £76.99 £92.39
4000  700 1500 £124.99 £149.99
JS12/24  1000 2000 £149.98 £179.98
JS12/24Li NEW  600 1200 £179.98 £215.98

EXTRA 
LONG 
1m 

LEADS

BEST
SELLER

EX.VAT
£71.59

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£59.98

 Ideal for use as a garage/workshop 
 Extra tough triple layer 

weatherproof cover  
 Heavy duty powder 

coated steel tubing 
 Ratchet tight 

tensioning ZIP CLOSE DOOR

LENGTH 
UP TO 24'

IDEAL 
ALL-WEATHER 
PROTECTION

BRIGHT WHITE 
INTERIOR

MODEL SIZE (LxWxH) EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CIG81015 4.5 x 3 x 2.4M £229.00 £274.80
CIG81020 6.1 x 3 x 2.4M £289.00 £346.80 
CIG81216 4.8 x 3.7 x 2.5M £279.00 £334.80
CIG81220 6.1 x 3.7 x 2.5M  £339.00 £406.80
CIG81224 7.3 x 3.7 x 2.5M £419.00 £502.80

NEW
RANGE

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£274.80

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£229.00

GARAGES/WORKSHOPS

  Heavy duty steel construction 
sandblasters for the quick 
removal of surface rust, paint, 
dirt/grease etc. 

 PRESSURISED 
SANDBLASTERS

 INCLUDES SANDBLASTING 
GUN, DELIVERY HOSE, 4 
CERAMIC NOZZLES AND 

SAFETY HOOD

CPSB100B

EX.VAT
£167.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£139.99

MODEL  TANK FLOW RATE EX. VAT INC.VAT
  VOLUME REQ.
CPSB100B NEW  32 litre 6-25 cfm £139.99 £167.99
CPSB200B NEW  63 litre 6-25 cfm £169.99 £203.99

NEW

MODEL DESCRIPTION EXC. VAT INC. VAT
1 CBB209B 9 Dr Chest £119.98 £143.98

CBB210B 10 Dr Chest £129.98 £155.98
CBB203B 3 Dr step up £67.98 £81.58
CBB215B 5 Dr Cabinet £199.98 £239.98
2 CBB217B 7 Dr Cabinet £239.98 £287.98

CBB213B 3 Dr Cabinet £189.98 £227.98

  Ammeter 
  Multi-position 
 charge regulator
  Overload protection 
 on charging cycle

WBC180

 BATTERY CHARGERS/ 
ENGINE STARTERS 

EX.VAT
£77.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£64.99

 MODEL MAX AMPS 
 CHARGE/BOOST EXC.VAT INC.VAT
BC130C 15/120 £64.99 £77.99
BC190 38/180 £94.99 £113.99
BC210C 25/200 £109.00 £130.80
BC410E 35/400 £129.98 £155.98
WBC180 35/180 £139.98 £167.98
BC205N 30/200 £179.98 £215.98
WBC240 45/240 £159.98 £191.98
WBC400 60/350 £199.00 £238.80

 WET & DRY 
VACUUM 
CLEANERS

 Compact, high 
performance wet & dry
vacuum cleaners for
use around the home, 
workshop, garage etc.

* SS = 
Stainless 
Steel

EX.VAT
£59.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£49.98

  MODEL MOTOR CAPACITY EXC.  INC.
  DRY/WET  VAT VAT
CVAC20P 1250W 16/12ltr £49.98 £59.98
CVAC20SS* 1400W 16/12ltr £59.98 £71.98
CVAC20PR2 1400W 16/12ltr £64.99 £77.99
CVAC25SS* 1400W 19/17ltr £67.99 £81.59
CVAC30SSR* 1400W 24/21ltr £89.98 £107.98

DIAGNOSTICS

EX.VAT
£45.59

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£37.99

EOBD
FAULT 
CODE READER
MODEL EXC.VAT INC.VAT
EOBD Fault Code Reader £37.99 £45.59  
Engine EOBD/OBD2 £49.98 £59.98
Fault code reader 
Engine Diagnostic & £99.98 £119.98
EOBD/OBD 2 Fault Code Reader 

Ideal for fast 
effi cient heating
 Extra-long run fuel 

tanks – up to 53 litres 
 Variable heat output with 

thermostat control

EXC.VAT
£226.80

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£189.00

XR80

MODEL MAX OUTPUT EXC.VAT INC.VAT 
XR60 14.7kW £189.00 £226.80
XR80 20.5kW £239.00 £286.80
XR110 29.3kW £289.00 £346.80
XR160 46.9kW £349.00 £418.80
XR210 61.5kW £399.00 £478.80

DIESEL/PARAFFIN 
HEATERS

TURBO FAN 
GAS HEATERS 

Offering low cost, 
effi cient 
heating

 MAX  EXC. INC.
MODEL OUTPUT KW VAT VAT
Little Devil II  10 £79.98 £95.98
Devil 700 15 £99.98 £119.98
Devil 900 24.9 £139.98  £167.98
Devil 1600 36.6 £169.98 £203.98

PROPANE 
GAS FIRED

EXC.VAT
£95.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£79.98

ELECTRIC 
HEATERS

DEVIL 
7003

EXC.VAT
£59.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£49.98

DEVIL 
6003

MODEL VOLTAGE HEAT EXC.VAT INC.VAT
  OUTPUT KW
DEVIL 6003 230V 1.5-3 £49.98 £59.98
DEVIL 7003 230V 3 £59.98 £71.98
DEVIL 6005 400V 2.5-5 £69.98 £83.98
DEVIL 7005 400V 5 £84.99 £101.99
DEVIL 6009 400V 4.5-9 £109.00 £130.80
DEVIL 6015 400V 5-10-15 £169.00 £202.80
DEVIL 7015 400V 15 £199.98 £239.98

BEST
SELLER

DUAL
VOLTAGE

230&230&

110
VOLT

NEW

IN STOCK 
FROM £226.80

V

  BARNSLEY Pontefract Rd, Barnsley, S71 1EZ 01226 732297
B’HAM GREAT BARR 4 Birmingham Rd. 0121 358 7977
B’HAM HAY MILLS 1152 Coventry Rd, Hay Mills  0121 7713433
BLACKPOOL  380-382 Talbot Road 01253 205 170
BOLTON 1 Thynne St. BL3 6BD 01204 365799
BRADFORD 105-107 Manningham Lane. BD1 3BN 01274 390962
BRIGHTON 123 Lewes Rd, BN2 3QB 01273 915999
BRISTOL 1-3 Church Rd, Lawrence Hill. BS5 9JJ 0117 935 1060
BURTON UPON TRENT 12a Lichfi eld St. DE14 3QZ 01283 564 708
CAMBRIDGE 181-183 Histon Road, Cambridge. CB4 3HL 01223 322675
CARDIFF 44-46 City Rd. CF24 3DN 029 2046 5424
CARLISLE 85 London Rd. CA1 2LG 01228 591666
CHELTENHAM 84 Fairview Road. GL52 2EH 01242 514 402
CHESTER 43-45 St. James Street. CH1 3EY 01244 311258
COLCHESTER 4 North Station Rd. CO1 1RE 01206 762831
COVENTRY Bishop St. CV1 1HT 024 7622 4227
CROYDON 423-427 Brighton Rd, Sth Croydon 020 8763 0640
DARLINGTON 214 Northgate. DL1 1RB 01325 380 841
DEAL (KENT) 182-186 High St. CT14 6BQ 01304 373 434
DERBY Derwent St. DE1 2ED 01332 290 931
DONCASTER Wheatley Hall Road  01302 245 999
DUNDEE 24-26 Trades Lane. DD1 3ET 01382 225 140

EDINBURGH 163-171 Piersfi eld Terrace  0131 659 5919
EXETER 16 Trusham Rd. EX2 8QG 01392 256 744
GATESHEAD 50 Lobley Hill Rd. NE8 4YJ 0191 493 2520
GLASGOW 280 Gt Western Rd. G4 9EJ 0141 332 9231
GLOUCESTER 221A Barton St. GL1 4HY 01452 417 948
GRIMSBY ELLIS WAY, DN32 9BD 01472 354435
HULL 8-10 Holderness Rd. HU9 1EG 01482 223161
ILFORD 746-748 Eastern Ave. IG2 7HU 0208 518 4286
IPSWICH Unit 1 Ipswich Trade Centre, Commercial Road 01473 221253
LEEDS 227-229 Kirkstall Rd. LS4 2AS 0113 231 0400
LEICESTER 69 Melton Rd. LE4 6PN 0116 261 0688
LINCOLN Unit 5. The Pelham Centre. LN5 8HG 01522 543 036
LIVERPOOL 80-88 London Rd. L3 5NF 0151 709 4484
LONDON CATFORD 289/291 Southend Lane SE6 3RS 0208 695 5684   
LONDON 6 Kendal Parade, Edmonton N18 020 8803 0861
LONDON 503-507 Lea Bridge Rd. Leyton, E10 020 8558 8284
LUTON Unit 1, 326 Dunstable Rd, Luton LU4 8JS 01582 728 063
MAIDSTONE 57 Upper Stone St. ME15 6HE 01622 769 572         
MANCHESTER ALTRINCHAM 71 Manchester Rd. Altrincham 0161 9412 666
MANCHESTER CENTRAL 209 Bury New Road M8 8DU 0161 241 1851   
MANCHESTER OPENSHAW Unit 5, Tower Mill, Ashton Old Rd 0161 223 8376   
MANSFIELD 169 Chesterfi eld Rd. South 01623 622160

MIDDLESBROUGH Mandale Triangle, Thornaby 01642 677881
NORWICH 282a Heigham St. NR2 4LZ 01603 766402
NOTTINGHAM 211 Lower Parliament St. 0115 956 1811
PETERBOROUGH 417 Lincoln Rd. Millfi eld 01733 311770
PLYMOUTH 58-64 Embankment Rd. PL4 9HY 01752 254050
POOLE 137-139 Bournemouth Rd. Parkstone 01202 717913
PORTSMOUTH 277-283 Copnor Rd. Copnor 023 9265 4777
PRESTON 53 Blackpool Rd. PR2 6BU 01772 703263
SHEFFIELD 453 London Rd. Heeley. S2 4HJ 0114 258 0831
SIDCUP 13 Blackfen Parade, Blackfen Rd  0208 3042069
SOUTHAMPTON 516-518 Portswood Rd. 023 8055 7788
SOUTHEND 1139-1141 London Rd. Leigh on Sea  01702 483 742
STOKE-ON-TRENT 382-396 Waterloo Rd. Hanley 01782 287321
SUNDERLAND 13-15 Ryhope Rd. Grangetown 0191 510 8773
SWANSEA 7 Samlet Rd. Llansamlet. SA7 9AG 01792 792969
SWINDON 21 Victoria Rd. SN1 3AW 01793 491717
TWICKENHAM 83-85 Heath Rd.TW1 4AW 020 8892 9117
WARRINGTON Unit 3, Hawley’s Trade Pk.  01925 630 937
WIGAN 2 Harrison Street, WN5 9AU 01942 323 785  
WOLVERHAMPTON Parkfi eld Rd. Bilston 01902 494186
WORCESTER 48a Upper Tything. WR1 1JZ 01905 723451

 VISIT YOUR LOCAL SUPERSTORE OPEN MON-FRI 8.30-6.00, 
SAT 8.30-5.30, SUN 10.00-4.00

5 EASY WAYS TO BUY...5 EASY WAYS TO BUY...
SUPERSTORES

NATIONWIDE

ONLINE
www.machinemart.co.uk

TELESALES
0115 956 5555

CLICK & COLLECT
OVER 10,000 LOCATIONS

Calls to the catalogue request number above (0844 880 1265) cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s network access charge. For security reasons, calls may be monitored.

CALL & COLLECT
AT STORES TODAY
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WHERE QUALITY 
COSTS LESS

656565656565SUPERSTORES 
NATIONWIDE

28239LH

 HYDRAULIC 
PRESSES

* Available with/without 7 
pce pin, bracket & 
pressing plate kit 
‡ Adjustable polycarbonate 
safety screen 
# Economy model

 PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
Built for tough daily use 
in automotive/industrial 
workshops

EX.VAT
£167.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£139.98

CSA10BB

 MODEL EXC.VAT INC.VAT
4 tonne bench# £139.98 £167.98
10 tonne bench*  £198.00 £237.60
12 tonne floor*# £259.00 £310.80
20 tonne floor £349.00 £418.80
30 tonne floor‡ £698.00 £837.60
50 tonne floor‡ £1379.00 £1654.80

BEST
SELLER

  NO GAS/GAS
MIG WELDERS

 Uses fl ux cored 
steel wire, which 
creates own gas 
shroud as it burns

 MODEL AMPS EXC.VAT INC.VAT
105EN 30-100 £199.98 £239.98
151EN 30-150 £219.98 £263.98
130EN 30-130 £234.99 £281.99
160EN 30-150 £274.99 £329.99

EX.VAT
£233.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£194.99

151EN

 INDUSTRIAL AIR  
COMPRESSORS 

Top quality belt driven air compressors for 
industrial & commercial users inc; garages, 
factories, workshops and farms. 10 bar/150psi 
max working pressure

 MIG 
WELDERS

Quality machines from 
Britain’s leading
supplier. Heavy Duty 
Delivering High Performance
 MODEL MIN-MAX AMPS EXC.VAT INC.VAT
PRO90 24-90 £189.98 £227.98
110E 30-100 £229.98 £275.98
135TE Turbo 30-130 £249.98 £299.98
151TE Turbo 30-150 £289.00 £346.80
175TECM Turbo 30-170 £449.00 £538.80
205TE Turbo 30-185 £489.00 £586.80
INDUSTRIAL
MIG230TEC 30/210 £589.00 £706.80
MIG255TEC 30/250 £899.00 £1078.80
MIG270TE 30/260 £749.00 £898.80

135TE

 For home user, 
automotive 
and 
industrial 
applications.

 #Turbo fan 
cooled

 SEE THE 
FULL 

RANGE 
ONLINE &
IN-STORE

 ARC 
WELDERS

 MODEL AMPS EXC.VAT INC.VAT
EA110 40-100 £57.99 £69.59
EA165 65-160 £69.98 £83.98
115N 30-110 £69.98 £83.98
EA200  60-200 £96.99 £116.39
160N 40-150 £74.99 £89.99
190N 50-185 £99.98 £119.98
235TEN#  40-210 £159.98 £191.98

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£69.59

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£57.99

PRO 7" SANDER/
POLISHERPOLISHERPOLISHERPOLISHER

 • Includes hook & 
loop backing pad 
and hook & loop 
wool polishing 
bonnet. • 1200W 
motor

CP185

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£83.98

INC.VAT

£69.98

 AUTOMOTIVE
WHEEL DOLLY SET

   Four non-marking castors for easy 
movement in confi ned spaces  Heavy duty steel 
construction - load rating 500kg per dolly

   BIG
3" CASTORS

AWD1

HEADER

PER PAIR

EXC.VAT
£53.99

INC.VAT

£44.99

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£227.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£189.98

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£478.80

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£399.00

XEV16/100

 GRINDERS
& STANDS 

  Stands come 
complete with 
bolt mountings 
and feet 
anchor holes

 # With 
sanding belt
*8" whetstone 
& 6" drystone

EX.VAT
£39.59

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£32.99

 MODEL DUTY WHEEL 
  DIA.  EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CBG6RP DIY 150mm £32.99 £39.59
CBG6RZ PRO 150mm £42.99 £51.59
CBG6RSC HD 150mm £54.99 £65.99 
CBG6SB# PRO 150mm £54.99 £65.99
CBG6RWC HD 150mm £59.98 £71.98
CBG8W* (wet) HD 150/200mm £56.99 £68.39

 6" & 8" 
AVAILABLE
WITH LIGHT

 STANDS FROM ONLY 
£47.98 INC.VAT

†V-Twin *230V

 ALUMINIUM 
RACING JACKS
 Quick lift  Non-marking 

nylon wheels  Rubber 
contact pad - helps 
protect vehicle 

undersides 

RACING JACKS
 Quick lift  Non-marking 

nylon wheels  Rubber 
contact pad - helps 
protect vehicle 

undersides

 LOW 
ENTRY 
ONLY 
85MM

CTJ1250AB

*steel chassis

SILENCED 
PISTON AIR 
COMPRESSORS

 Fully 
enclosed 
and sound 
insulated 
 Auto on/

off pressure 
control 
 10Bar 

Max. 
pressure

SSE25C270

  LIFTING
MODEL CAP. EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CTJ1250AB 1.25T £94.99 £113.99
CTJ1800A 1.8T £159.98 £191.98
CTJ2500QLG* 2.5T £149.98 £179.98

EX.VAT
£113.99

INC.VAT

£94.99
FROM ONLY

INDUSTRIAL 
SCREW 
COMPRESSORS

 Full range includes fl oor & receiver mounted 
with/without built-in dryer  Air receivers, 
dryers & fi lters also available separately from 
only £119.00 exc.VAT £142.80 inc.VAT

 10 bar  Proven reliability
 Super silent  Easy maintenance
 Full digital control  Superb build 

quality. Meets European standards

EXC.VAT
£2698.80

INC.VAT

£2249.00
FROM ONLY

CXR5R

5.5HP +
17.1cfm

30HP +
106cfm

CXR30
*Includes Air Receiver and Dyer

TURBO AIR 
COMPRESSORS

 Superb 
range ideal 
for DIY, 
hobby
& semi-
professional 
use

* ’V’ Twin Pump
8/250

 MODEL MOTOR CFM TANK EXC.VAT INC.VAT
8/250  2HP 7.5 24ltr £89.98 £107.98
7/250 2 HP 7 24ltr £94.99 £113.99
11/250 2.5HP 9.5 24ltr £109.98 £131.98
8/510 2HP 7.5 50ltr £119.98 £143.98
11/510 2.5HP 9.5 50ltr £139.98 £167.98
16/510* 3 HP 14.5 50ltr £209.00 £250.80
16/1010* 3 HP 14.5 100ltr £259.98 £311.98

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£107.98

INC.VAT

£89.98
FROM ONLY

 AIR  
 DISP.  MOTOR  AIR EXC. INC
MODEL cfm (HP) RECEIVER VAT .VAT
XEV11/100(OL)†* 9 2 100ltr £399.00 £478.80
XEV16/100†* 14 3 100ltr £419.00 £502.80
XEV16/150†* 14 3 150ltr £449.00 £538.80
XEV16/200(OL)†* 14 3 200ltr £519.00 £622.80
XEV16/150(400V)† 14 3 150ltr £529.00 £634.80
XE18/200 (OL)* 18 4 200ltr £579.00 £694.80
XET19/200 (OL)* 18 4 200ltr £619.00 £742.80
XEV26/200† 23 5.5 200ltr £719.00 £862.80
XE37/270 (OL)* 36 2x 4 270ltr £1149.00 £1378.80

 Effi cient inverter 
technology 
 Variable output 

current

ARC / TIG 
INVERTER 
WELDERS

EX.VAT
£155.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£129.98

MODEL MIN/MAX ELECTRODE  
 OUTPUT  DIA.
 CURRENT (MM) EXC.VAT INC.VAT
AT133 10A-130A 2.5/3.2 £129.98 £155.98
AT135 10A-130A 2.5/3.2 £169.98 £203.98
AT162 10A-160A 2.5/3.2/4.0 £149.98 £179.98
AT165 10A-160A 2.5/3.2/4.0 £199.98 £239.98

 MAX MIN/MAX  
 MODEL TONS HEIGHT EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CAX2TF 2 235-360mm £12.99 £15.59
CAX-3TBC 3 300-430mm £23.99 £28.79
CAX6TP 6   333-500mm £28.99 £34.79
CAX-6TBC 6 400-615mm £34.99 £41.99
CAX3TA* 3 295-395mm £49.98 £59.98
CAX10TP# 10 450-750mm £86.99 £104.39

 Ratchet action for 
quick height adjustment 
 Sold in pairs

MAX MIN/MAX  

AXLE STANDS

#per single 
stand
*Aluminium

EX.VAT
£15.59

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£12.99

DRILL PRESSES

CDP152B

 Range of precision 
bench & fl oor presses for 
enthusiast, engineering & 
industrial applications

EXC.VAT
£80.39

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£66.99

B = Bench 
mounted 
F = Floor 
standing 

  MOTOR (W) EXC. INC.
MODEL SPEEDS VAT  VAT
CDP5EB 350 / 5 £66.99 £80.39
CDP102B  350 / 5 £79.98 £95.98
CDP152B 450 / 12 £149.98 £179.98
CDP202B 450 / 16 £189.00 £226.80
CDP452B 550 / 16 £229.00 £274.80
CDP10B 370 / 12 £198.99 £238.79
CDP352F 550 / 16 £229.00 £274.80
CDP502F 1100 / 12 £499.00 £598.80

BGS1

CBG6RZ

ARC 
ACTIVATED 

HEADSHIELDS

GWH4

 Activates instantly when 
Arc is struck  Protects to 
EN379  Suitable for arc, 

MIG, TIG & gas welding

SEE FULL RANGE 
IN-STORE/ONLINE

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£45.59

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £47.98 inc.VAT

£37.99

EXC.VAT
£1197.60

INC.VAT

£998.00
FROM ONLY

 AIR  EXC.  INC. 
MODEL DISP. MOTOR VAT VAT
SSE15C100 14CFM 3HP £998.00 £1197.60
SSE25C270 23CFM 5.5HP £1695.00 £2034.00
SSE36C270 30CFM 7.5HP £1745.00 £2094.00
SSE46C270 40CFM 10HP £2695.00 £3234.00  

Top quality chrome 
vanadium steel.
 18 Sockets 8-32mm 
 Reversible ratchet 
 Comfort grip handle 

SOCKET SETS

LIFETIME 
GUARANTEEEX.VAT

£32.39
INC.VAT

ONLY
£26.99

 1/2" TORQUE 
WRENCH - CHT141
 5" Extension 

bar  1/2" - 
3/8" adaptor 
 28-210 Nm 

PRO360

EX.VAT
£28.79

INC.VAT

ONLY
£23.99

HUGE RANGE OF 
RATCHETS, SPANNERS 

AND SOCKET SETS

18V ½" 
BRUSHLESS 
IMPACT 
WRENCHES

 MODEL DESC. EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CIR18LIC 2x 2.0Ah Li-Ion £114.99 £137.99
CIR18LI 2x 4.0Ah Li-Ion £179.98 £215.98

 3 forward 
and reverse 
gears 

CIR18LIC

EX.VAT
£137.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£114.99

450NM

MODEL CFM HP RCVR EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CXR5R 17.1 5.5 200ltr £2249.00 £2698.80
CXR100 37.1 10 – £2749.00 £3298.80
CXR100R 37.1 10 270ltr £2945.00 £3534.00
CXR5RD* 17.1 5.5 200ltr £2998.00 £3597.60
CXR15 53 15 – £3259.00 £3910.80
CXR15R 53 15 270ltr £3498.00 £4197.60
CXR20 65.3 20 – £3398.00 £4077.60
CXR100DR* 37.1 10 270ltr £3499.00 £4198.80
CXR20R 65.3 20 500ltr £3849.00 £4618.80
CXR15RD* 53 15 270ltr £4098.00 £4917.60
CXR20RD* 65.3 20 500ltr £4449.00 £5338.80
CXR30 106 30 – £5499.00 £6598.80

 ENGINE 
STANDS

 Rotates 
through 360˚
Fully tested 
to proof load

*Folds for 
storage

  EXC. INC.
MODEL CAPACITY  VAT VAT
CES340 340kg £44.99 £53.99
CES450 450kg £64.99 £77.99
CES560 560kg £74.99 £89.99
CES680F* 680kg £99.98 £119.98

CES680F

EXC.VAT
£53.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£44.99

 Folding and fi xed 
frames available 

 Robust, rugged construction 
 Overload safety valve

Fully tested 
to proof load

CRANES

CFC100

 MODEL DESC. EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CFC100 1 ton fold  £164.99 £197.99
CFC1000B* 1 ton fold  £139.98 £167.98
CFC2000B 2 ton fold  £199.00 £238.80
CFC1000LR 1 ton £219.00 £262.80
 long reach

BEST
SELLER

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT

167.98
INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
NOW FROM

*WAS £191.98 inc.VAT

139.98

£

£

 CTJ3000G 

JACKS ALSO 
IN STOCK UP 
TO 5 TONNE

2/3 TONNE
TROLLEY 
JACKS

* CTJ2250LP has a 2.25 tonne capacity, has a 
low entry of only 80mm and includes 2 sockets

 MODEL TYPE TONNE EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CTJ2L Long 2 £27.99 £33.59
CTJ2000LPB DIY Low Profile 2 £32.99 £39.59
CTJ2250Q Quick Lift 2.25 £34.99 £41.99
CTJ2250LP* Low Profile 2.25 £39.98  £47.98
CTJ3000GB Pro Garage 3 £79.98 £95.98
CTJ3000QLB Quick Lift 3 £84.99 £101.99
CTJ3QLG Pro Instant Lift 3 £94.99 £113.99
CTJ3000G Pro Garage 3 £99.98 £119.98
CTJ2QLP Low Quick Lift 2 £114.99 £137.99
CTJ1500QULP Ultra Low
 Quick Lift 1.5 £156.99 £188.39

EX.VAT
£33.59

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£27.99

 Quick Lift 1.5 NEW

CTJ2250Q Quick Lift
NEW

CTJ2250LP* Low Profile 2.25 
NEW

PGF14
WORKSHOP
AIR TOOLS

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£32.39

INC.VAT

£26.99

HUGE CHOICE 
IN-STORE/ONLINE

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£77.99

INC.VAT

£64.99

BEST
SELLER

CAT131

 HYDRAULIC 
BOTTLE 
JACKS

    JACK  
    HEIGHT EXC. INC.
MODEL  CAP. (mm) VAT VAT
CBJ2B  2 148-276 £8.99 £10.79
CBJ3B  3 180-350 £13.99  £16.79
CBJ5B  5 185-355 £15.99  £19.19
CTBJ5*  5 220-495 £54.99  £65.99
CBJ8B  8 190-365 £18.99 £22.79
CBJ10B  10 195-375 £23.99 £28.79
CTBJ10*  10 210-525 £69.98  £83.98
CBJ12B  12 200-380 £25.99 £31.19
CTBJ12*  12 235-580 £89.98 £107.98
CBJ15B  15 205-390 £29.98 £35.98
CBJ20B  20 217-407 £36.99 £44.39
CBJ30B NEW  30 230-370 £59.99 £71.99

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£

£
8.99

10.79
INC.VAT

FROM ONLY

 HYDRAULIC  HYDRAULIC 

38.79
74.80

£598.80

    JACK  
*Telescopic Range

 Ideal for 
garage mechanics

CORDED IMPACT 
WRENCHES

CEW1100
NEW

INC 17, 19, 
21, 22MM 
SOCKETS 
& CASE

710 
Nm

EXC.VAT
£71.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£59.98

 MODEL POWER TORQUE EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CEW1000 1/2" 1000W 450Nm £59.98 £71.98
CEW1100 3/4" 1100W 710Nm £89.98 £107.98

  HEAVY
  DUTY
 LONG REACH
    JACKS

MODEL TONNES EXC.VAT INC. VAT
CTJ2GLS 2 £179.98  £215.98
CTJ3GLS 3 £249.00  £298.80
CTJ5GLS 5 £349.00 £418.80
CTJ10GLS* 10 £449.00 £538.80

EXC.VAT
£215.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£179.98

CTJ2GLS

*was £562.80 inc. VAT
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GET 
YOUR 
FREE 
COPY
NOW!
• IN-STORE
• ONLINE
• PHONE
0844 880 1265

FREE

PRICE CUTS & 
NEW PRODUCTS
PRICE CUTS & 

450450450450450450
Over

508 
PAGE

OverOverOverOverOverOverOverOverOverOverOver
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28239RH

PETROL 
GENERATORS

 Honda 
engine
models 
available

EX.VAT
£119.98

INC.VAT

£99.98
FROM ONLY

PG3800

 CHECK FRAME 
TYPE WHEN 
ORDERING

 MODEL KVA HP EXC.VAT INC.VAT
G720 0.7 - £99.98 £119.98
G1200 1.1 - £159.98 £191.98
PG2500  2.2 6.5 £179.98 £215.98
PG3800  3 7 £239.98 £287.98
PG3800DV  3 7 £269.00 £322.80
PG6500DVES  5.5 13 £499.00 £598.80

HIGH FREQUENCY 
BATTERY CHARGERS

 Energy effi cient inverter, protects battery from 
high current damage  Microprocessor 
provides appropriate 
charging rate  Variable 
current output for
quick, medium
or trickle
charge

 MAX MAX
MODEL CHARGE BATTERY EXC.VAT INC.VAT
HFBC12 6 Amps 100Ah £44.99 £53.99
HFBC12/24 20 Amps 200Ah £79.98 £95.98

HFBC12/24

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£53.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£44.99

JUMP 
STARTS

Provides essential home, garage 
and roadside assistance  
  Integral work light 
  910/JS1100C include 
air compressor 
 Long life battery

 Foot operated hydraulic 
powered  Adjustable for 
springs up to 350mm 
dia. & 254mm in length 
 Yoke travel: 340mm 
 Weight 31.5kg

STRUT SPRING 
COMPRESSOR

SSC1000

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£131.98

INC.VAT

£109.98

 PARTS 
WASHERS

 MODEL TANK CAP. TYPE EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CW2D 10Ltrs Bench £39.98 £47.98
CW1D 45Ltrs Floor £99.98 £119.98
CWM20 22.5Ltrs Floor £139.98 £167.98
CW40 75Ltrs Floor £159.98 £191.98

 PARTS WASHER 
FLUID FROM

£5.99 INC.VAT 

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£47.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£39.98

 • Boltless 
quick and 
easy assembly 
(only a mallet 
required)

CHOICE OF 5 COLOURS

RED, BLUE, GREY 
SILVER &

GALVANISED STEEL

HEAVY DUTY 
BOLTLESS
SHELVING 

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£95.98

INC.VAT

ONLY
£79.98

ASSEMBLES 
AS BENCH OR 
CORNER UNIT

CS5265265
KG

PER SHELF

WHEN YOU BUY 
4 SHELVING UNITS 

AND 
SAVE AT LEAST
£38.39 INC.VAT

SAVE
10%

WHEN YOU BUY 

SASAS
1EXTRA

 Honda & Diesel
engine models in stock

 HEAVY 
DUTY 
PETROL 
POWER 
WASHERS

PLS195

 PRESSURE ENGINE EXC. INC.
MODEL BAR/PSI HP VAT  VAT
Tiger1800 110/1595 2.6 £219.00 £262.80
Tiger2600 170/2465  4 £289.00 £346.80
Tiger3000 200/2900  6.5 £349.00 £418.80
PLS195  186/2698  6.5 £439.00 £526.80
PLS265 260/3770 13 £669.00 £802.80

CAN DRAW 
OWN WATER

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£262.80

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£219.00

 Produces pure sine wave 
& stable power, essential 

for computers & sensitive 
equipment   Low noise 

 Fuel Effi cient Eco 
Throttle  12V battery 
charging facility  Up 
to 7 hours run time 
on 3/4 load  4 stroke 

engine

INVERTER 
GENERATORS 

EXC.VAT
£215.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£179.98

IG1200B

 MAX WEIGHT EXC. INC.
 MODEL OUTPUT KG VAT VAT
IG950B 800W 9.3 £179.98 £215.98
IG1200B 1100W 12.4  £249.98 £299.98
IG3500F 3400W 35  £329.00 £394.80
IG2000B 1800W 19.4  £349.98 £419.98
IG2200 2200W 26.6  £389.00 £466.80

 800W NEW
NEW

 1800W 19.4  NEW

NEW
RANGE

PRO TOOL 
CHESTS & 
CABINETS

EXC.VAT
£81.58

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£67.98

RUBBER GRIP 
SIDE HANDLES

STORAGE

 EXTRA 
LARGE 

DRAWER 
PULLS

EXTRA 
LARGE
EXTRA 
HEAVY 
DUTY

MODEL DESCRIPTION EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CBB306 6 Dr chest £149.98 £179.98
CBB315 5 Dr chest £279.98 £335.98
CBB228B 8 Dr cabinet £389.00 £466.80
1 CBB224B 14 Dr chest £259.98 £311.98
2 CBB226B 16 Dr cabinet £449.00 £538.80

CBB231B 56"wide 9 Dr chest £399.00 £478.80
CBB230B 56"wide 13 Dr cabinet £599.00 £718.80

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£179.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£149.98

1

2

  Ammeter   Multi-
position charge regulator
  Overload protection 
on charging cycle

 BATTERY 
CHARGERS/ 
ENGINE 
STARTERS 

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£77.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£64.99

BC520N

1

2

CW1D

 HYDRAULIC
MOTORCYCLE LIFT

CML3

EXC.VAT
£478.80

INC.VAT

£399.00

BEST
SELLER

 • Safety locking device  • Hinged ramp 
for easy loading  • Table size 2200 x 685mm  
• Fully mobile  • Max lift height 770mm  
AIR ASSISTED VERSION ALSO IN STOCK 
FOR ONLY £550.80 INC. VAT

 FOLDS FLAT FOR 
EASY STORAGE

 MODEL MAX AMPS 
 CHARGE/BOOST EXC.VAT INC.VAT
BC130C 15/120 £64.99 £77.99
BC190 38/180 £94.99 £113.99
BC210C 25/200 £109.00 £130.80
BC410E 35/400 £129.98 £155.98
WBC180 35/180 £139.98 £167.98
BC205N 30/200 £179.98 £215.98
WBC240 45/240 £159.98 £191.98
BC520N 50/100 £179.98 £215.98
WBC400 60/350 £199.00 £238.80

  STARTING PEAK EXC. INC.
 MODEL  BOOST AMPS VAT VAT
900  400 900 £59.98 £71.98
JS1100   500 1100 £64.99 £77.99
910  400 900 £69.98 £83.98
JS1100C  500 1100 £76.99 £92.39
4000  700 1500 £124.99 £149.99
JS12/24  1000 2000 £149.98 £179.98
JS12/24Li NEW  600 1200 £179.98 £215.98

EXTRA 
LONG 
1m 

LEADS

BEST
SELLER

EX.VAT
£71.59

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£59.98

 Ideal for use as a garage/workshop 
 Extra tough triple layer 

weatherproof cover  
 Heavy duty powder 

coated steel tubing 
 Ratchet tight 

tensioning ZIP CLOSE DOOR

LENGTH 
UP TO 24'

IDEAL 
ALL-WEATHER 
PROTECTION

BRIGHT WHITE 
INTERIOR

MODEL SIZE (LxWxH) EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CIG81015 4.5 x 3 x 2.4M £229.00 £274.80
CIG81020 6.1 x 3 x 2.4M £289.00 £346.80 
CIG81216 4.8 x 3.7 x 2.5M £279.00 £334.80
CIG81220 6.1 x 3.7 x 2.5M  £339.00 £406.80
CIG81224 7.3 x 3.7 x 2.5M £419.00 £502.80

NEW
RANGE

HEADER

FOOTER

EXC.VAT
£274.80

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£229.00

GARAGES/WORKSHOPS

  Heavy duty steel construction 
sandblasters for the quick 
removal of surface rust, paint, 
dirt/grease etc. 

 PRESSURISED 
SANDBLASTERS

 INCLUDES SANDBLASTING 
GUN, DELIVERY HOSE, 4 
CERAMIC NOZZLES AND 

SAFETY HOOD

CPSB100B

EX.VAT
£167.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£139.99

MODEL  TANK FLOW RATE EX. VAT INC.VAT
  VOLUME REQ.
CPSB100B NEW  32 litre 6-25 cfm £139.99 £167.99
CPSB200B NEW  63 litre 6-25 cfm £169.99 £203.99

NEW

MODEL DESCRIPTION EXC. VAT INC. VAT
1 CBB209B 9 Dr Chest £119.98 £143.98

CBB210B 10 Dr Chest £129.98 £155.98
CBB203B 3 Dr step up £67.98 £81.58
CBB215B 5 Dr Cabinet £199.98 £239.98
2 CBB217B 7 Dr Cabinet £239.98 £287.98

CBB213B 3 Dr Cabinet £189.98 £227.98

  Ammeter 
  Multi-position 
 charge regulator
  Overload protection 
 on charging cycle

WBC180

 BATTERY CHARGERS/ 
ENGINE STARTERS 

EX.VAT
£77.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£64.99

 MODEL MAX AMPS 
 CHARGE/BOOST EXC.VAT INC.VAT
BC130C 15/120 £64.99 £77.99
BC190 38/180 £94.99 £113.99
BC210C 25/200 £109.00 £130.80
BC410E 35/400 £129.98 £155.98
WBC180 35/180 £139.98 £167.98
BC205N 30/200 £179.98 £215.98
WBC240 45/240 £159.98 £191.98
WBC400 60/350 £199.00 £238.80

 WET & DRY 
VACUUM 
CLEANERS

 Compact, high 
performance wet & dry
vacuum cleaners for
use around the home, 
workshop, garage etc.

* SS = 
Stainless 
Steel

EX.VAT
£59.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£49.98

  MODEL MOTOR CAPACITY EXC.  INC.
  DRY/WET  VAT VAT
CVAC20P 1250W 16/12ltr £49.98 £59.98
CVAC20SS* 1400W 16/12ltr £59.98 £71.98
CVAC20PR2 1400W 16/12ltr £64.99 £77.99
CVAC25SS* 1400W 19/17ltr £67.99 £81.59
CVAC30SSR* 1400W 24/21ltr £89.98 £107.98

DIAGNOSTICS

EX.VAT
£45.59

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£37.99

EOBD
FAULT 
CODE READER
MODEL EXC.VAT INC.VAT
EOBD Fault Code Reader £37.99 £45.59  
Engine EOBD/OBD2 £49.98 £59.98
Fault code reader 
Engine Diagnostic & £99.98 £119.98
EOBD/OBD 2 Fault Code Reader 

Ideal for fast 
effi cient heating
 Extra-long run fuel 

tanks – up to 53 litres 
 Variable heat output with 

thermostat control

EXC.VAT
£226.80

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£189.00

XR80

MODEL MAX OUTPUT EXC.VAT INC.VAT 
XR60 14.7kW £189.00 £226.80
XR80 20.5kW £239.00 £286.80
XR110 29.3kW £289.00 £346.80
XR160 46.9kW £349.00 £418.80
XR210 61.5kW £399.00 £478.80

DIESEL/PARAFFIN 
HEATERS

TURBO FAN 
GAS HEATERS 

Offering low cost, 
effi cient 
heating

 MAX  EXC. INC.
MODEL OUTPUT KW VAT VAT
Little Devil II  10 £79.98 £95.98
Devil 700 15 £99.98 £119.98
Devil 900 24.9 £139.98  £167.98
Devil 1600 36.6 £169.98 £203.98

PROPANE 
GAS FIRED

EXC.VAT
£95.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£79.98

ELECTRIC 
HEATERS

DEVIL 
7003

EXC.VAT
£59.98

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£49.98

DEVIL 
6003

MODEL VOLTAGE HEAT EXC.VAT INC.VAT
  OUTPUT KW
DEVIL 6003 230V 1.5-3 £49.98 £59.98
DEVIL 7003 230V 3 £59.98 £71.98
DEVIL 6005 400V 2.5-5 £69.98 £83.98
DEVIL 7005 400V 5 £84.99 £101.99
DEVIL 6009 400V 4.5-9 £109.00 £130.80
DEVIL 6015 400V 5-10-15 £169.00 £202.80
DEVIL 7015 400V 15 £199.98 £239.98

BEST
SELLER

DUAL
VOLTAGE

230&230&

110
VOLT

NEW

IN STOCK 
FROM £226.80

V

  BARNSLEY Pontefract Rd, Barnsley, S71 1EZ 01226 732297
B’HAM GREAT BARR 4 Birmingham Rd. 0121 358 7977
B’HAM HAY MILLS 1152 Coventry Rd, Hay Mills  0121 7713433
BLACKPOOL  380-382 Talbot Road 01253 205 170
BOLTON 1 Thynne St. BL3 6BD 01204 365799
BRADFORD 105-107 Manningham Lane. BD1 3BN 01274 390962
BRIGHTON 123 Lewes Rd, BN2 3QB 01273 915999
BRISTOL 1-3 Church Rd, Lawrence Hill. BS5 9JJ 0117 935 1060
BURTON UPON TRENT 12a Lichfi eld St. DE14 3QZ 01283 564 708
CAMBRIDGE 181-183 Histon Road, Cambridge. CB4 3HL 01223 322675
CARDIFF 44-46 City Rd. CF24 3DN 029 2046 5424
CARLISLE 85 London Rd. CA1 2LG 01228 591666
CHELTENHAM 84 Fairview Road. GL52 2EH 01242 514 402
CHESTER 43-45 St. James Street. CH1 3EY 01244 311258
COLCHESTER 4 North Station Rd. CO1 1RE 01206 762831
COVENTRY Bishop St. CV1 1HT 024 7622 4227
CROYDON 423-427 Brighton Rd, Sth Croydon 020 8763 0640
DARLINGTON 214 Northgate. DL1 1RB 01325 380 841
DEAL (KENT) 182-186 High St. CT14 6BQ 01304 373 434
DERBY Derwent St. DE1 2ED 01332 290 931
DONCASTER Wheatley Hall Road  01302 245 999
DUNDEE 24-26 Trades Lane. DD1 3ET 01382 225 140

EDINBURGH 163-171 Piersfi eld Terrace  0131 659 5919
EXETER 16 Trusham Rd. EX2 8QG 01392 256 744
GATESHEAD 50 Lobley Hill Rd. NE8 4YJ 0191 493 2520
GLASGOW 280 Gt Western Rd. G4 9EJ 0141 332 9231
GLOUCESTER 221A Barton St. GL1 4HY 01452 417 948
GRIMSBY ELLIS WAY, DN32 9BD 01472 354435
HULL 8-10 Holderness Rd. HU9 1EG 01482 223161
ILFORD 746-748 Eastern Ave. IG2 7HU 0208 518 4286
IPSWICH Unit 1 Ipswich Trade Centre, Commercial Road 01473 221253
LEEDS 227-229 Kirkstall Rd. LS4 2AS 0113 231 0400
LEICESTER 69 Melton Rd. LE4 6PN 0116 261 0688
LINCOLN Unit 5. The Pelham Centre. LN5 8HG 01522 543 036
LIVERPOOL 80-88 London Rd. L3 5NF 0151 709 4484
LONDON CATFORD 289/291 Southend Lane SE6 3RS 0208 695 5684   
LONDON 6 Kendal Parade, Edmonton N18 020 8803 0861
LONDON 503-507 Lea Bridge Rd. Leyton, E10 020 8558 8284
LUTON Unit 1, 326 Dunstable Rd, Luton LU4 8JS 01582 728 063
MAIDSTONE 57 Upper Stone St. ME15 6HE 01622 769 572         
MANCHESTER ALTRINCHAM 71 Manchester Rd. Altrincham 0161 9412 666
MANCHESTER CENTRAL 209 Bury New Road M8 8DU 0161 241 1851   
MANCHESTER OPENSHAW Unit 5, Tower Mill, Ashton Old Rd 0161 223 8376   
MANSFIELD 169 Chesterfi eld Rd. South 01623 622160

MIDDLESBROUGH Mandale Triangle, Thornaby 01642 677881
NORWICH 282a Heigham St. NR2 4LZ 01603 766402
NOTTINGHAM 211 Lower Parliament St. 0115 956 1811
PETERBOROUGH 417 Lincoln Rd. Millfi eld 01733 311770
PLYMOUTH 58-64 Embankment Rd. PL4 9HY 01752 254050
POOLE 137-139 Bournemouth Rd. Parkstone 01202 717913
PORTSMOUTH 277-283 Copnor Rd. Copnor 023 9265 4777
PRESTON 53 Blackpool Rd. PR2 6BU 01772 703263
SHEFFIELD 453 London Rd. Heeley. S2 4HJ 0114 258 0831
SIDCUP 13 Blackfen Parade, Blackfen Rd  0208 3042069
SOUTHAMPTON 516-518 Portswood Rd. 023 8055 7788
SOUTHEND 1139-1141 London Rd. Leigh on Sea  01702 483 742
STOKE-ON-TRENT 382-396 Waterloo Rd. Hanley 01782 287321
SUNDERLAND 13-15 Ryhope Rd. Grangetown 0191 510 8773
SWANSEA 7 Samlet Rd. Llansamlet. SA7 9AG 01792 792969
SWINDON 21 Victoria Rd. SN1 3AW 01793 491717
TWICKENHAM 83-85 Heath Rd.TW1 4AW 020 8892 9117
WARRINGTON Unit 3, Hawley’s Trade Pk.  01925 630 937
WIGAN 2 Harrison Street, WN5 9AU 01942 323 785  
WOLVERHAMPTON Parkfi eld Rd. Bilston 01902 494186
WORCESTER 48a Upper Tything. WR1 1JZ 01905 723451

 VISIT YOUR LOCAL SUPERSTORE OPEN MON-FRI 8.30-6.00, 
SAT 8.30-5.30, SUN 10.00-4.00

5 EASY WAYS TO BUY...5 EASY WAYS TO BUY...
SUPERSTORES

NATIONWIDE

ONLINE
www.machinemart.co.uk

TELESALES
0115 956 5555

CLICK & COLLECT
OVER 10,000 LOCATIONS

Calls to the catalogue request number above (0844 880 1265) cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s network access charge. For security reasons, calls may be monitored.

CALL & COLLECT
AT STORES TODAY
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The Hybrid and Electric Vehicle Repair Alliance provide a 
technical overview of the electric version of the VW Up!

Introduced in 2013, the electric version of the VW Up! hasn’t 
been a huge success in the UK. Original models were known 
internally as BE1. 2017 brought a minor update and a new 
designation, BE2. The Up! was designed to be built as both a 
petrol and electric car. The EV uses a different floor pan to the 
petrol version, allowing the high voltage battery to take up 
space under the floor. Further modifications to the floor and 
body offer protection to the battery and high voltage cabling. 
In the absence of engine noise, rear wheel arch liners are fitted 
and extra soundproofing is added in the front wheel arch area.

Dealer support for the e-Up! is pretty poor, with very few 
dealers offering sales, servicing or warranty repairs, which is 
partly why we believe independents have an opportunity.

BATTERY AND CHARGING
e-Up! has a 18.7kWh Lithium-Ion battery and 3.6kW on-board 
charger and Type 2 connector. Some models have DC rapid 
charging via CCS. The battery pack does not have a cooling 
system.

MOTOR AND GEARBOX
The e-Up! uses a 270, LS1 motor with engine code EABA, and 
single-speed gearbox 0CZ.

If the motor, EV ECU or inverter are replaced, reprogrammed 
or reset, the motor will need to calibrate before operating 
correctly. This will happen automatically the first time the 
vehicle is driven, but the car will drive with reduced power 
until the calibration is complete.

The gearbox uses a mechanical parking lock operated by a 
cable from the gear selector.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
The e-Up!’s DC-DC converter is built into the inverter assembly. 
The vehicle uses a VAG generation V immobiliser. The 
components of the immobiliser are the Motor Control Unit 
(J623), EV control unit (J841) and the instrument cluster (J362 
inside J285).

With the exception of the curved LED front DRLs, the lighting 
system is the same as other versions of the Up! and uses 
traditional filament bulbs.

e-Up! may also be fitted with a 12V heated front windscreen.

TELEMATIC SERVICES
The e-Up! uses an app called e-Manager to see battery state-
of-charge, switch on remote climate control and change 
charging settings. These functions are controlled in the car 
by the Emergency Call control unit J949, also using location 
information from the navigation system sent via CAN.TE
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HEVRA Vehicle profile:  
Volkswagen e-Up! (2013-present)

“Dealer support for the e-Up! is pretty poor, with very few dealers offering 
sales, servicing or warranty repairs, which is partly why we believe 
independents have an opportunity”
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CABIN HEATING AND HIGH-VOLTAGE 
COOLING 
The e-Up!’s cooling system is in some ways similar to that of 
a combustion engine. One half of the cooling system pushes 
coolant around the inverter, charger and motor, and of course 
radiator, whilst the other half pushes coolant through the high-
voltage PTC heater and heater matrix. The two are, however, 
linked by sharing the same expansion tank. Coolant used is G40.

Air conditioning is standard which, of course, uses a high-
voltage electric compressor.

SOUNDS
The e-Up! features an artificial noise generator behind the 
front grille. This is controlled by ECU J943, located under the 
passenger seat.

BRAKING SYSTEM 
The e-Up! uses an Electromechanical Brake Servo known as 
eBKV, with a pressure accumulator. The accumulator contains 
a pump and is used to optimise regenerative braking in 
conjunction with dual position sensors on the brake pedal. Discs 
brakes are employed on the front, with drum brakes on the rear.

Brake fluid can be changed or bled using a 2-bar pressure 
bleeder. The procedure is standard, with the exception of an 
additional brake bleeder on the pressure accumulator. This 
should be bled once the four wheel brakes have been bled.

FURTHER INFORMATION
Service history records are updated online at https://
erwin.volkswagen.de. This URL is also used for technical 
information. You will need to create an account and wait for an 
email reply before you can log in and use the service.

Standard vehicle warranty: 3 years/60k miles (unlimited 
mileage for first two years)  
HV Battery warranty: 8 years or 99,360 miles, does not cover 
degradation

HIGH VOLTAGE DISCONNECTION
High Voltage disconnection requires diagnostic equipment. 
Select the disconnection procedure and follow instructions 
given. In an emergency, follow instructions in emergency 
response guide (pull out labelled fuse).

Thanks to Peter Melville at the Hybrid and Electric Vehicle 
Repair Alliance for this information. Enquire about membership 
and training by emailing peter.melville@hevra.org.uk.

 www.hevra.org.uk

Note: Procedures described are for guidance only. Refer to vehicle 
manufacturer’s technical information for up-to-date procedures. 
HEVRA cannot take responsibility for injury, malfunction or 
accident.

Temperature
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coolant pump 
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radiator

coolant pump 
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ptc heater

mailto:peter.melville@hevra.org.uk
http://www.hevra.org.uk
https://erwin.volkswagen.de
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Engines, like jokes, only work if the timing is right. Fortunately, 
it’s easy to check an engine’s timing, but it can be time 
consuming. A local garage asked if we could confirm a 
suspected timing issue on a 2.2 turbo diesel Ford Transit. We 
asked why they wanted us to check it and it became clear that 
they had somehow misdiagnosed a problem.

They appeared to have followed a reasonable diagnostic 
routine, including some oscilloscope work, but didn’t have the 
ability to compare the trace with a known good waveform. We 
confirmed the stored Diagnostic Trouble Code P0341 which 
would return as soon as the engine started after it was cleared. 

There were no obvious running issues and the previous garage 
had replaced the camshaft sensor with an OEM part. They had 
checked both camshaft and crankshaft sensor outputs with 
an oscilloscope and confirmed they both produced a square 
waveform.

Checking the engine timing using an oscilloscope is a straight 
forward enough task, but only if you have a known good 
waveform to compare it with. This is where the Pico waveform 
library is extremely useful, but it does require populating. If you 
do use this resource, can I please ask you to make deposits if 
you intend to make withdrawals.

To access the Pico waveform library, you must have an 
internet connection, an automotive PicoScope connected to 
your computer and a valid username and password for the 
automotive forum. You access the waveform library from the 
file tab in the taskbar. 

Once you’ve logged in, you can use the search function to find 
the specific make, model and even engine code. This is where 
technicians can really help others by uploading known good 
waveforms with as much supporting information as possible. 
Having entered some details, the selected waveform can be 
downloaded to your computer by clicking the Open Waveform 
Icon.

In this instance, we were lucky enough to have a known good 
waveform to compare with our troublesome Transit.

TIPS ON WAVEFORM ANALYSIS
It is then displayed on your screen as if you have captured it 
yourself and you can manipulate the waveform using all of 
the Pico tools, such as the commonly used zoom and filter 
functions. There are many more features built into the software 
to enable further analysis.

This engine uses Hall sensors for both the camshaft and 
crankshaft sensors. Hall sensors produce a square waveform to 
represent engine speed (frequency) and position (rising and 
falling edges). As the waveform changes with engine speed, it 
is difficult to use a reference waveform to compare the known 
good trace with the problem vehicle. For the waveforms to 
overlay perfectly, the engines would need to be rotating at 
exactly the same speed.CA
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It’s all in the timing
By Andy Crook of GotBoost

This is where a tip picked up at a Pico Roadshow came 
in handy. A feature in the measurement software allows 
technicians to count the number of rising or falling edges 
either across the whole trace or between rulers.

Zooming into one engine revolution of the engine for clarity 
and placing rulers at the TDC reference of the crankshaft 
sensor and the falling edge of the camshaft position reference 
means the software can count the number of edges between 
these two points, see Figure 2. This measurement should not 
change even when the engine speed changes. This would 
provide a means to compare the two waveforms quickly and 
accurately at all engine speeds. Useful if you have a non-
starting vehicle and known good waveforms from a running 
vehicle.

To add a measurement to your waveform simply click the 
Measurements tab in the task bar and click ‘Add Measurement’ 
in the drop-down menu. In this case we wanted to measure 
the number of falling edges on Channel B between the rulers, 
see Figure 3.

Results are displayed in a window at the bottom of the screen. 
The known good waveform had 23 falling edges between the 
two rulers. The vehicle in question had 25. 

Technicians can upload and view known good waveforms on Pico’s 
waveform library
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Figure 2

Figure 3

By counting the number of falling edges per engine revolution 
we can calculate how far out the timing is in degrees. If there 
are 58 falling edges, plus the two missing for the TDC reference, 
then each edge represents 360/60, or 6 degrees of crankshaft 
rotation. This engine is at least 12 degrees out. This is almost 
certainly the reason for the DTC being flagged and provides 
the evidence required to start removing the engine covers. 
Once they had been removed, the camshaft bolts had to be 
slackened to allow the timing pins to be inserted. 

 www.gotboost.uk

www.hickleys.com
diagnostics@hickleys.com

01823 328531

The Independent Diagnostic Specialists

Garage Equipment

Vehicle Diagnostics Battery Management

Air Conditioning

Key Programming

MOT Bays

http://www.gotboost.uk
http://www.hickleys.com
mailto:diagnostics@hickleys.com
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Many readers have told us how difficult it is to find new members 
of staff over the past year, so we decided to help by offering a 
cost-effective way for workshop managers to share their job 
vacancies and offer a free service to technicians looking for new 
roles.

If you’d like us to help you find a new team member or job vacancy 
via the magazine and social media, then please email details to  

 admin@autotechnician.co.uk.

JOB VACANCY: West Sussex

JOB TYPE: Full-time

SALARY: £20k to £38k 

Locations in Crawley, Cranleigh, Burgess Hill and Hove – 
seeking staff across all sites.

At CCM Garages we are seeking new staff to help us grow. If 
you are a skilled motor trade professional, then we NEED to talk 
to you. People move to us for many reasons, including better 
pay, more holidays, a better team environment, better training 
and being appreciated are just some of them.

We seek staff in all positions, from junior mechanics starting 
their journey to seasoned master techs, through front of house 
staff, testers and specialists in welding/diagnostics/gearbox 
and more.

The CCM business is embracing the changing face of the motor 
trade and as such needs the best team with the best skills.... 
so, don’t worry about what we are advertising here just come 
along and meet us, have a coffee or a beer and let’s see if we 
are a good fit for you.

We look forward to meeting you.

Barry Babister & Stuart White, CCM Garages
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Autotechnician launches  
Recruitment Introduction Service 

Autotechnician magazine has 
launched a new introduction 
service for independent 
workshops looking to recruit 
new staff, which can also 
be used by technicians and 
MOT testers in search of new 
opportunities

Interested? Email your details to admin@autotechnician.co.uk.

mailto:admin@autotechnician.co.uk
mailto:admin@autotechnician.co.uk
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delphiautoparts.com

©2018 Delphi Automotive Systems LLC. All rights reserved.

Trusted for
Steering

When it comes to safety you’ll want a brand you 
can put your trust in. 100 percent. That’s why all 

our steering parts undergo rigorous dimension, 
material durability and performance tests. So we 

know they’ll perform just like the OE, even under the 
harshest conditions. And so will you. For tried and 

tested steering, turn to Delphi.

P667EN

http://delphiautoparts.com
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Steering & Suspension

FULL SERVICE KITS
With steering & suspension components bearing the brunt 
of poor road surfaces and adverse weather conditions, 
maintenance is critical as worn or poor-quality components 
can trigger warning lights at an early stage, or negatively 
impact the driving experience through vagueness, vibration or 
noise. 

Diana Visa, UK Category Manager – Steering, Delphi 
Technologies, told us: “It is vital that steering and suspension 
components are closely monitored for wear and that only 
OE-quality parts are used to ensure reliable operation.” To 
speed up installation, Delphi Technologies has introduced a full 
service kit – when you order a Delphi Technologies steering or 
suspension component, you will receive an OE-quality part and 
all the necessary fitting accessories too. 

“By providing the main component, together with the fitting 
kit in one box, garages will be able to fit fast to OE standards, 
increasing both customer satisfaction and profitability,” says 
Diana. “As well as ensuring the right parts are included, our 
quality-focused approach means that every part has been 
engineered to exacting OE specifications. Whether it’s the 
control arm or the bolt that holds it in place, it undergoes the 
same rigorous dimension, material, durability and performance 
tests to ensure everything is a perfect fit, first time.” 

Delphi’s DS diagnostic tools can also help with electronic 
recalibration or the resetting of sensors, such as the steering 
angle sensor following wheel alignment or component 
replacement. 

 www.delphitraining.co.uk

NO NEED TO REFER AIR SUSPENSION WORK
An increasing number of vehicles are equipped with air 
suspension instead of traditional coil springs and it is no longer 
just for the Bentley’s, BMW 7 Series and SUV’s but also for 
the Mercedes C-Class and Citroën C4 Grand Picasso. Arnott 
says many independent workshops send customers with 
air suspension issues off to the main dealer, but this is not 
necessary as replacing it is as easy as replacing a conventional 
system. 

It’s a case of dismantling the worn product and replace it – no 
special tools are needed – just a diagnostic device to reset the 
fault code. Replacing an air spring from an air strut is also not a 
big job and can be a good, economical solution. 

The manufacturer has installation manuals complete with 
images as well as videos to assure you through the process. 
Take a look at Arnott’s video on www.autotechnician.co.uk 
that shows mechanics how they can save around 7.5 hours 
installation time by using an Arnott product instead of OE.

Arnott can supply completely new air struts, remanufactured 
air struts/shocks, air springs, OES compressors and coil spring 
conversion kits.

DID YOU KNOW:
• A leak is usually easy to find with a water and soap 

solution
• The height of the car is not determined by the air springs 

but by the height sensor
• A broken or worn out compressor is usually the result of a 

leak in an air spring.
 info@ArnottEurope.com

WEIGHT-SAVING PROTOTYPES &  
SUPPORT TOOLS
KYB Europe, supplier of shock absorbers, coil springs 
and suspension mounting kits, displayed a prototype 
next generation lightweight strut type shock absorber at 
Automechanika Frankfurt. 

The outer shell and bracket were injection moulded with 
carbon fibre reinforced plastic resin. This reinforced resin was 
also adapted to the piston rod, which was previously a metal 
material on this model. 

KYB says this is just one example of how components may 
appear in the future as parts evolve to compensate for the 
extra weight of optional extras that drivers now demand on 
their vehicles. 

During the event, KYB also showcased its support tools, aimed 
at helping the technicians who fit KYB products. This includes 
the new KYB Suspension Solutions App, which now includes 
a labour calculation tool and part-specific fitting advice tool. 
The KYB Suspension Solutions programme also includes 
360-degree images, fitting videos, part-specific fitting advice 
via QR codes and online technical support.

 enquiries@kyb-europe.com

http://www.delphitraining.co.uk
mailto:info@AmottEurope.com
mailto:enquiries@kyb-europe.com
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FIRST LINE DISCUSS THE MOVE TOWARDS 
SOLID REAR AXLES AND SINGLE USE NUTS
Vehicle manufacturers continuously strive to reduce the weight 
of the vehicles they produce, improve aerodynamics and low 
rolling resistance to reduce the emissions they emit and fuel 
they consume. Many new models now return savings up to 
40kg, mainly by using lighter materials. This includes steering 
and suspension components, where the use of aluminium and 
hybrid reinforced plastics is growing in popularity.

This trend is not just confined to aluminium wishbones 
and arms, but extends to components such as tie rod ends, 
which since 2016 have been used on the Renault Mégane, 
for example. Although VMs are also moving towards solid 
rear axles to reduce costs, there has been an increase in the 
use of multilink/independent rear suspension and some of 
the most popular arms are now therefore, rear track rod arms.  
Generally, they’re relatively simple in design and use bushes 
rather than ball joints. However, these bushes often cannot be 
replaced because they are either not available separately or it 
is not practical or cost effective to replace them, which means 
replacing the whole arm.

UNIQUE NUTS
Another development affecting the aftermarket concerns the 
nuts required for these components, not just those included 
in fitting kits, but the ones used for numerous arms and tie 
rod ends, that are now explicitly specified for the application 
or designed for single use – once removed, they should be 
discarded. Many of these nuts are unique and some come with 
steel inserts. Some cannot be successfully removed and need 
to be sawn off.

First Line’s replacement steering and suspension components 
are a direct replacement with the original component, 
reflecting the materials used for each application. First Line/
Borg & Beck wishbones, stabiliser links and ball joints are 
supplied with all the necessary fittings, such as the nuts and 
bolts, as standard. 

The company is among the first with new-to-range additions, 
including the Renault Mégane Aluminium Tie Rod Ends, 
FTR5998/9. Other notable new-to-range references include 
the suspension arms to fit the Vauxhall/Opel Astra VII/K 2015> 
FCA7576/7 and the top strut mounting to fit multiple VAG 
applications including A3, Leon, Golf and Octavia 2012> 
FSM5485.

  01869 248 484

AWARD-WINNING KIT PROVIDES 
ECONOMICAL ALTERNATIVE
Parts manufacturer MEYLE received an Automechanika 
Innovation Award 2018 this year for its MEYLE-HD slot bushing 
kit including tool, inspired by its MEYLE HD concept “Better 
than OE”. The service kit consists of pre-compressed MEYLE 
HD slot bushings and installation tool, giving an economical 
alternative to replacing the complete BMW rear axle control 
arm. It enables selective replacement of bushings in BMW 5 
Series, 6 Series, 7 Series and X5 models. In contrast to the OE 
version, defective bushings can be replaced separately in pairs 
with the kit – a repair solution not yet available from the OE 
side.

“The Innovation Award is a very special award for us, 
of which we are very proud,” explains André Sobottka, 
MEYLE Board Member. “Due to our high technical understanding 
and our know-how as a manufacturer, we are in a position to 
offer further developed parts for the market and to create tailor-
made solutions. We know the market requirements and the 
daily routine in the workshop very well and therefore focus our 
product development on solutions that are precisely tailored to 
the needs of the workshop employee.”

3D PRINTED CONTROL ARMS
Its engineers further demonstrated its expertise by 
demonstrating three versions of the BMW Mini control arm. 
The first was the OE part, which is metal and quite brittle, 
prone to cracking. The second was Meyle’s aftermarket part 
and is fully aluminium. Unlike the OE part, the ball joint can be 
changed, and a 4-year warranty is provided. The third showed 
what its engineers are capable of with a 3D printed part – the 
largest, functional control arm of its kind in the world. 

 contact@meyle.co.uk

MEYLE-HD slot bushing kit
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ELECTRICALLY POWERED HYDRAULIC STEERING (EPHS) IS 
AN INTERMEDIATE TECHNOLOGY ON THE PATH TO FULL 
ELECTRICALLY POWERED STEERING (EPS). THE SYSTEM IS 
USED IN MANY HIGH-VOLUME MODELS, WITH SEVERAL 
MILLION VEHICLES ON THE UK ROADS EQUIPPED WITH 
THIS TECHNOLOGY. IN THIS ARTICLE, ZF AFTERMARKET 
OUTLINES A STRUCTURED APPROACH TO DIAGNOSING 
AND CURING THE PROBLEM OF UNWANTED NOISE IN  
THE SYSTEM.

SYSTEM FUNCTION
EPHS comprises an electric motor, a gear pump, a fluid reservoir 
and a control unit within a single housing. Supplied by the 
vehicle electrical system, it runs completely independently of 
the engine. The pump runs continuously at low speed, ready to 
provide immediate steering assistance, while the control unit 
uses steering wheel angle and speed inputs plus vehicle speed 
to determine the correct rate and magnitude of EPHS response. 
As EPHS does not require a belt-driven steering pump like a 
conventional hydraulic system, fuel savings are possible due 
to reduced vehicle weight and up to 75% lower energy usage. 
Reduced maintenance is a further advantage due to the 
absence of the drive belt.

NOISE EMISSION AND DIAGNOSIS
If loud noises occur during steering manoeuvres, it’s important 
to adopt a structured approach to fault finding. While the 
temptation may be to simply replace the motor and pump 
assembly, to do this prematurely can be cost prohibitive, 
without any guarantee of success.

The diagnosis should start with a detailed evaluation of 
the vehicle. In ZF Aftermarket’s experience, increased noise 
emission often occurs after inexpert repairs on the steering 
or suspension, so if possible, check with the vehicle owner 
whether any recent work has been carried out.

A certain level of noise is normal, especially at the limit of right 
and left steering lock when the pump note can be heard to 
change. However, if a high-pitched howl is emitted when the 
servo load changes, the problem could be in the close vicinity 
of the motor/pump unit.

VEHICLE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Check the power output of the vehicle electrical system. If the 
voltage is low, the power consumption (current draw) of the 

steering automatically increases, causing higher noise emission 
that can be heard in the passenger compartment.

HYDRAULICS
FIGURE 1 
Oil temperature, condition and fill level should be checked. 
Leaks in the system or insufficient bleeding after repairs tend 
to generate noise; if the oil foams in the reservoir when the 
system is running, this suggests that air is trapped in the system 
and more thorough bleeding is required.

FIGURE 2 
Whenever the steering wheel is turned, the speed of the 
motor/pump unit increases to generate pressure to provide 
steering assistance. This causes high pressure pulsation in the 
hydraulic pipework connecting the motor/pump unit and the 
steering gearbox, which manifests itself as vibration. To absorb 
these pulsations and vibrations in the steering system, rubber-
insulated connecting lines are fitted, with vibration-absorbing 
hose clamps used to attach the lines to the car body.

Any part of the connecting pipework contacting the car body, 
or a motor/pump unit installed in such a way that it creates 
tension in the pipework, is enough to increase noise emission. 
Ensure all pipework is undamaged, correctly routed and only 
suitably insulated clamps are used to attach it to the bodywork 
or chassis.

MOTOR/PUMP UNIT
FIGURE 3 
The motor/pump unit is installed in a bracket incorporating 
rubber buffers for insulation against vibration. Inexpert 
handling or incorrect installation here can also result in 
excessive noise emission. When removing or replacing the 
pump unit, any ancillary items such as rubber buffers and/
or insulated brackets should always be reinstalled. Similarly, 
when installing a new replacement unit, any noise insulating 
components supplied with it must also be fitted.

Following the advice above will help to ensure a successful 
repair of the electrically powered hydraulic steering system. 
For other repair and routine servicing operations on passenger 
cars, ZF Aftermarket also supplies a comprehensive range of 
replacement braking, chassis, steering and suspension parts 
from its Lemförder, Sachs, TRW and Boge brand portfolio.

Figure 1 Foaming fluid indicates air in system and 
bleeding required

Figure 2 Hydraulic pipework should be routed to 
avoid unintentional contact with vehicle body

Figure 3 The EPHS motor pump unit 
includes vibration damped mountings

SILENCING THE ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC STEERING SYSTEM
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PARTS GET UPGRADED AT 
AUTOMECHANIKA
Federal-Mogul announced its MOOG range of steering and 
suspension parts would feature Hybrid Core Technology, 
where suitable, at the Frankfurt aftermarket show. This 
carbon-fibre reinforcement lowers weight, increases 
durability and gives a range of application-specific benefits; 
for example, lower articulation torque and increased radial 
deflection for ball-joints, control arms and tie-rod ends are 
reduced.

“Hybrid Core Technology is just one of our 
technologies that enhances the entire MOOG 
range,” explains Davor Horvat, Business Director 
of Chassis. “We are also utilising advanced heat 
treatments, housing coatings, new synthetic grease 
for added comfort, and zinc-flanged nuts for quality 
and safety.” 

This will enhance its range of ball-joints, control arms, tie-rod 
ends, axial rods and link stabilisers. Induction hardening 
offers stud strength and durability, providing added safety 
benefits. For example, the steel used for sheet metal arms 
is stronger than traditional materials. New synthetic grease 
makes correct fitting easier and ensures steering is as smooth 
and precise as the vehicle’s inherent design allows. 

Components also feature a special zinc flake coating, giving 
a high-quality look and finish, improving corrosion resistance 
and allows a higher locking force on MOOG’s flanged nuts.

The brand’s new technology and expansion of its existing 
range is reflected by new yellow and blue packaging.

 www.moogparts.eu

http://app.kyb-europe.com
http://www.kyb-europe.com
http://www.facebook.com/kybsuspension
http://www.youtube.com/KYBEurope
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Do your 2018/19 Annual Assessment with the IMI and benefit from a FREE MOT eLearning 
course designed to summarise the recent MOT changes.

IT’S NOT TOO EARLY
TO THINK ABOUT YOUR 
2018/19 MOT ANNUAL ASSESSMENT

NEED MORE INFORMATION? CONTACT US

01992878985              mot@theimi.org.uk

ACCESS REPAIR DATA 
USING VOICE ACTIVATION

TecAlliance and Continental 
have developed a prototype of 
the first digital voice assistant 
for workshops, to support 
technicians during initial 
vehicle inspections. 
Based on Cortana for desktop and 
mobile; it understands over 200 voice 
commands that control 24 different 
actions. Users can access 22.8 million 
labour times and 3.9 million repair 
instructions through an interface 
to the Repair and Maintenance 
Information (RMI) of TecAlliance.

The voice assistance system could be 
further utilised by hooking up with a 
workshop management solution – to 
display prices, spare part availability 
or transfer a completed order to the 
accounting department for invoicing. 

“The availability of and access to vehicle and product information are 
crucial to a workshop’s success. The voice assistant enables workshop 
processes, such as vehicle inspection at check-in and access to relevant 
repair information directly at the vehicle site, to be further optimised,” 
explains Jürgen Buchert, MD of TecAlliance. 

mailto:mot@theimi.org.uk


 
This is one of several projects 
Continental is working on surrounding 
the digital future of workshops. 
Spokesman Matthias Rödler says: 

“We are sure that easy access to 
knowledge and efficient processes 
are decisive for the success of a 
workshop. Digitisation makes 
both much easier, and that is why 
we are working hard to make 
these advantages accessible to 
aftermarket workshops.” 

VERSION 3.0
The new version of the TecDoc 
Catalogue is now available and designed 
to be a little more intuitive, enabling 
faster and more precise searches. The 
Repair and Maintenance Information 
(RMI) in Version 3.0 integrates better into 
the new version of the catalogue and 
has also been linked to spare parts data, 
so that workshops have direct access to 
all required information e.g. installation 
and removal, maintenance data, and 
much more.

AUTOELECTRO HAS UPGRADED ITS WEBSITE TO MAKE IT EASIER 
TO ORDER ITS STARTER MOTORS AND ALTERNATORS

It features the remanufacturer’s Active Inventory Management System for 
registered users and an extensive technical archive, which is full of bulletins 
depicting common vehicle and part faults, plus solutions.

A pivotal part of Autoelectro’s business is core gathering; the new site has a 
simple core collection system and can display a full history of old unit listings. 
Other features include a comprehensive part and vehicle search, ‘track and 
trace’, real-time order cut-off times for deliveries, availability, quick price checks, 
live chat and full 360° rotating images.

http://www.texa.co.uk
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For more information on these and other products...
Sales:     00 44 (0) 1752 219 111 
Service:   00 44 (0) 1752 219 100
Email:    sales@tecalemit.co.uk
Web:     www.tecalemit.co.uk

Tecalemit Garage Equipment Company Limited 
Eagle Road, Langage Business Park, Plymouth, UK PL7 5JY

Part No.: GTR/3000

GTR/3000
Trackalign 8CCD Computerised Full 4 Wheel Alignment
The GTR/3000 from Tecalemit is a super-fast, computerised wheel alignment system 

suitable for use in tyre shops, body shops and workshops.

• Full alignment training included          • Haweka Pro-clamp wheel mounting system,

• Quick & easy measurements in a few minutes          no run out compensation needed

• 8 CCD electronic measuring heads         • Extensive vehicle database

• Bluetooth cable free communication         • Colour before/after printout

• PC controlled/windows operating system         • Camera tilt facility overcomes low spoilers

• Precision measurement of angles          • Unit has freeze frame facility to use on 2 Post Lifts

Part No.: GTR/430

GTR/430 
Trackalign 4 Wheel Laser Alignment System

(with database and printout)
• Developed by Tecalemit to provide rapid measurement of key vehicle 

geometry angles

• Compact and easy to use high precision 4 wheel laser aligner

• Autodata database with red/green display of results when in/out of parameter

• Includes a brake pedal depressor, steering wheel clamp and radius plates

• 2 x built-in camber caster gauges

• Stylish new cabinet on wheels houses the PC

• Supplied with Wi-Fi direct printer

Part No.: GTR/8400

• 4 HD digital video cameras enable rapid target capture at any ramp height eliminating the need for a movable boom
• Utilising 4 cameras enables cameras to be positioned closer to the ramp than is possible with 2 camera systems
• The 4 wide angle cameras provide up to twice the range of working heights compared with 2 camera systems
• Unique “Machine Vision” software provides accurate measurements without the need to calibrate targets
• Integrated database incorporates alignment specifications, adjustment diagrams and animated instruction videos
• Self centering wheel adapters accommodate wheel sizes 12” – 24”
• Integrated storage for adapters and targets on the cabinet
• Cabinet comes with high specification fast PC, extra wide 27” monitor, printer, and unique wireless remote control

GTR/8400
3D Computerised 4 Camera Wheel Alignment System 

The Tecalemit GTR/8400 is a powerful 3D computerised wheel alignment system for checking and 

adjustment of car and van wheel alignment. Utilising machine vision software and high precision image 

targets it is fast, accurate and easy to use.

Part No.: GTR/400 W

GTR/400 W
4 Wheel Laser Alignment System

• Highly accurate and easy to use

• Suitable for car wheel rim sizes up to 23”

• Compact wall mounted storage of equipment

• On-rack recharging of lasers

• Includes pedal applicator and steering wheel clamp

• Measures front & rear toe, total toe, set-back and 

rear axle thrust line

• User install, training DVD supplied
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Wheel alignment

EQUIPMENT ALIGNS WITH AVAILABLE SPACE 
Hunter wheel alignment equipment is a familiar site in all sizes 
of workshops from single bay independent garages through 
to the largest multi-site franchise operations. Distributors Pro-
Align say this popularity is down to ease of use, the fact it is 
speedy and generates high levels of return on investment.  

The latest Hunter PA200 range is designed to enable 
workshops of all sizes and budgets to add Hunter wheel 
alignment servicing to their offering, and an upgrade option 
allows the equipment to grow along with the business. Models 
are available from £7,550 and are built to the same standards as 
Hunter’s top range Elite TD systems.

The Hunter PA200 ACE is described as a value premium aligner, 
featuring some of the brand’s most popular aligner features at 
a price that’s almost half of its top-of-the-range system. Small 
to medium sized workshops can benefit from its ‘One click 
fit’ Quick Grip high definition targets, which make alignment 
checks in around 90 seconds. HunterNet is a new work 
management tool that makes results accessible to reception 
and can be emailed. This facility also provides analytics to help 
with business decisions.  

The entry level Hunter PA200 Lite is a good choice for compact 
workshops or business with a tight budget. The sensors allow 
users to carry out a short rolling compensation which makes 
the whole alignment measurement process quicker and easier 
than the traditional jacking compensation method.

It’s designed to be easy to use and produces clear printouts 
to help sell the alignment job and giving customers peace of 
mind when the task is complete.

 01327 323 007

JUST SHOOT & GO
The Supertracker STR600 3D aligner features automatic 
number plate recognition, can be used in many locations 
and no run-out compensation is required. Using the Shoot 
and Go function, the aligner can automatically pull up 
vehicle geometry specifications by reading the number 
plate through a camera. The data is obtained in as little as 5 
seconds. This function can also be used in conjunction with 
Aligner Connect, which allows you to view readings and 
operate the aligner through your smart phone or tablet.

With the cameras fixed on the lift, the constant interruption 
of the transmission signals is eliminated, while any 
inaccuracies in the lift are compensated for. Mobile 
measuring heads mean quick checks can be carried out 
virtually anywhere and without the need for the crucifix 
measuring system.

3D targets eliminate the run-out function required on other 
3D systems, saving time and effort by not having to push 
and pull heavy vehicles to gather initial readings. The 12” to 
24” wheel clamps have no metal to metal contact with the 
wheels, preventing rim damage. 

Readings are obtained by the heads seeing the position of 
the 3D targets clamped on the wheels and touch pads allow 
the aligner to be operated away from the main console. LED 
displays guide the user to the direction where adjustments 
are required and displays battery status information. 
Although they have an approximate 8 hour run time, the 
batteries themselves are detachable, so additional batteries 
can be charged while the aligner is in use.

The software is installed on a Windows-based operating 
system and designed to be easy to navigate. A colour 
print out has graphic display of the wheel positions with 
'before' and 'after' readings and the system can store twenty 
thousand customer records. Updates are available all year 
round.

 01489 773 888



For more information on these and other products...
Sales:     00 44 (0) 1752 219 111 
Service:   00 44 (0) 1752 219 100
Email:    sales@tecalemit.co.uk
Web:     www.tecalemit.co.uk

Tecalemit Garage Equipment Company Limited 
Eagle Road, Langage Business Park, Plymouth, UK PL7 5JY

Part No.: GTR/3000

GTR/3000
Trackalign 8CCD Computerised Full 4 Wheel Alignment
The GTR/3000 from Tecalemit is a super-fast, computerised wheel alignment system 

suitable for use in tyre shops, body shops and workshops.

• Full alignment training included          • Haweka Pro-clamp wheel mounting system,

• Quick & easy measurements in a few minutes          no run out compensation needed

• 8 CCD electronic measuring heads         • Extensive vehicle database

• Bluetooth cable free communication         • Colour before/after printout

• PC controlled/windows operating system         • Camera tilt facility overcomes low spoilers

• Precision measurement of angles          • Unit has freeze frame facility to use on 2 Post Lifts

Part No.: GTR/430

GTR/430 
Trackalign 4 Wheel Laser Alignment System

(with database and printout)
• Developed by Tecalemit to provide rapid measurement of key vehicle 

geometry angles

• Compact and easy to use high precision 4 wheel laser aligner

• Autodata database with red/green display of results when in/out of parameter

• Includes a brake pedal depressor, steering wheel clamp and radius plates

• 2 x built-in camber caster gauges

• Stylish new cabinet on wheels houses the PC

• Supplied with Wi-Fi direct printer

Part No.: GTR/8400

• 4 HD digital video cameras enable rapid target capture at any ramp height eliminating the need for a movable boom
• Utilising 4 cameras enables cameras to be positioned closer to the ramp than is possible with 2 camera systems
• The 4 wide angle cameras provide up to twice the range of working heights compared with 2 camera systems
• Unique “Machine Vision” software provides accurate measurements without the need to calibrate targets
• Integrated database incorporates alignment specifications, adjustment diagrams and animated instruction videos
• Self centering wheel adapters accommodate wheel sizes 12” – 24”
• Integrated storage for adapters and targets on the cabinet
• Cabinet comes with high specification fast PC, extra wide 27” monitor, printer, and unique wireless remote control

GTR/8400
3D Computerised 4 Camera Wheel Alignment System 

The Tecalemit GTR/8400 is a powerful 3D computerised wheel alignment system for checking and 

adjustment of car and van wheel alignment. Utilising machine vision software and high precision image 

targets it is fast, accurate and easy to use.

Part No.: GTR/400 W

GTR/400 W
4 Wheel Laser Alignment System

• Highly accurate and easy to use

• Suitable for car wheel rim sizes up to 23”

• Compact wall mounted storage of equipment

• On-rack recharging of lasers

• Includes pedal applicator and steering wheel clamp

• Measures front & rear toe, total toe, set-back and 

rear axle thrust line

• User install, training DVD supplied

mailto:sales@tecalemit.co.uk
http://www.tecalemit.co.uk
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The Best of Hunter at a
‘Special Price’

just for you...�Super quick 90 second alignment
�One Click fit HQ QuickGrip Target 
�HunterNet
�Low cost of ownership and rapid ROI
�Upgradability Guaranteed

Extras included as standard:
�FREE  3 x IMI Accredited training vouchers 

�FREE 1 year’s alignment service promotion
www.AlignMyCar.co.uk

    

    

PA200

Gain the winning hand!
Call 01327 323007 • www.pro-align.co.uk/pa200-ace

‘ACE’
Alignment Deal!

£10,995
+ vat

Proalign ACE Ad 190 x 130 FINAL_Layout 1  24/09/2018  11:05  Page 1

WHEEL ALIGNMENT IS A MISSED 
OPPORTUNITY IN SOME WORKSHOPS 
BUT A SMALL INVESTMENT IN 
EQUIPMENT CAN DRASTICALLY 
INCREASE PROFITS.

Tecalemit Garage Equipment offers a 
range of computerised wheel alignment 
systems enabling garages to provide 
customers with a fast and accurate service, 
using a 4-wheel laser alignment system or 
computerised wireless 8CCD camera system.   

Electronic alignment enables precise and 
rapid measurements. An 8CCD (Charge Coupled 
device) sensor system can allow a steering inclination of 20 
degrees without the use of electronic plates.  The continuous 
displays of actual readings together with the manufacturer’s 
recommendations enable the user to make continual 
and accurate readings during the entire measuring and 
registration phase.  

Correct alignment can increase tyre life, improve fuel 
efficiency, reduce wear and tear on wheel components and 
even reduce driver fatigue. Most customers will opt in for 
regular wheel alignment checks when they understand the 
benefits. 

The new Tecalemit GTR/8400 is a powerful 3D computerised 
wheel alignment system for checking and adjustment of car 
and van wheel alignment. The use of machine vision software 
and high precision image targets makes it is fast, accurate and 
easy to use. It features 4 HD digital video cameras, bespoke 
software and housed within a smart cabinet.

 sales@tecalemit.co.uk

mailto:sales@tecalemit.co.uk
http://www.pro-align.co.uk/pa200-ace
http://www.AlignMyCar.co.uk
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RECALIBRATION VITAL AFTER ALIGNMENT
As of 2016, new vehicles need to have at least two Advanced 
Driver Assistance Systems, ADAS, to achieve the top 5-star Euro 
NCAP safety rating – autonomous emergency braking and 
lane departure warning. Following a road accident, windscreen 
replacement or any repair/maintenance that could affect 
vehicle geometry, the systems require specialist equipment 
to recalibrate the cameras and radars that ensure these ADAS 
systems work correctly.

Hella Gutmann Solutions is an aftermarket leader in ADAS 
technology, with many high-profile businesses, including 
Thatcham Research, Autoglass, National Windscreens and 
many large bodyshop groups using the Hella Gutmann 
Solutions CSC (Camera and Sensor Calibration) tool in 
combination with its mega macs diagnostics equipment, to 
meet this safety critical requirement.  

HGS says workshops should be cautious when servicing 
a vehicle with ADAS, as something as commonplace as 
adjustment to the vehicle’s steering geometry or wheel 
alignment, as well as coil spring or steering component 
replacement, will require the system to be recalibrated to 
ensure the ADAS technology is fully functioning to the 
manufacturer’s original specification. 

With the growth of vehicles with ADAS fitted as standard, 
recalibrating after a service or repair should begin to become 
standard practice. Head of Business Development, Neil Hilton, 
explains: “Fitting centres and workshops need to understand 
just how important recalibration is. As drivers depend on ADAS 
technology for their safety and that of other road users, they 
should be able to trust the people working on their car to 
recalibrate the systems and do so accurately. If the cameras 
and radars used for ADAS are even marginally misaligned it 
would certainly impact the systems, which can easily cause 
danger on the roads.

“It is therefore imperative that they carry out the recalibration 
process to ensure not only the safety of those on the road, but 
the reputation and credibility of their businesses.”

 01295 662 402

http://www.supertracker.com
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BANNER SALES PROMOTION 
The Great Banner Scratch Off takes place between 
November 1st and January 31st with Banner Batteries 
supplying a scratch card with every order placed 
for a branded battery. There’s a one in four chance 
of winning one of 3,000 prizes by revealing three 
matching icons.

A couple of electric mountain bikes are up for grabs, 
alongside standard mountain bikes, wall clocks, 
Starting Bull batteries and confectionary.

Details of the main prize winners will be announced 
in February.

ADVICE ON DISCHARGE AND 
RECHARGE
AGM batteries have very different discharge and 
recharge properties compared to a conventional 
flooded lead acid or EFB type battery, recharging 
completely in approximately 3 hours due to the high 
plate surface area and low internal resistance. 

Given that they are known as acid starved – there 
is no excess acid available in a reservoir above the 
plates – Banner warns they must be recharged 
with care, using the correct equipment. Whilst 
a smart or intelligent charger is recommended, 
a constant potential charger (variable current/
constant voltage), or a modified constant potential 
charger (variable current & voltage) can be used. 
A constant current charger should never be used 
as this will cause the build-up of excessive internal 
heat, causing the electrolyte to boil off and vaporise 
creating an over pressure environment inside each 
cell. Excess pressure will vent through the PRV to 
the atmosphere resulting in a loss of recombination 
gases (electrolyte) and the battery will dry out.

Head over to autotechnician.co.uk where Banner 
looks at the care of AGM batteries and EFBs, potential 
warranty issues and, increasingly, how to configure 
them.

 01889 571 100
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BATTERIES & CHARGERS
PREPARE FOR START-STOP INSTALLATION
According to figures released by VARTA®, ECOBAT Battery Technologies’ 
(EBT) long term battery partner, almost 90% of the cars manufactured 
this year will feature start-stop technology and by 2020, so will more 
than 30% of all those entering the independent workshop. These must 
use the correct batteries, specifically designed for these systems.

Be specific about the vehicle when ordering the replacement, don’t 
assume the battery already fitted is correct

The replacement battery for a start-stop enabled vehicle will be 
Absorbent Glass Mat (AGM) or enhanced flooded battery (EFB) and have 
the necessary capacity to cater for the 4,000 plus different start-stop 
vehicle models on the road.

WHERE IS THE BATTERY?
Just 58% of applications are now under the bonnet, with 40% in the 
boot and the remaining 2% in the passenger compartment. Fitting them 
can take up to four times longer than the previous generation but EBT 
says this should be seen as an opportunity, with unprofitable ‘free fitting’ 
sales gestures a thing of the past, as workshops sensibly charge for the 
time genuinely needed to fit them.

The SLI battery in a traditional system undergoes a large discharge of 
its power to start the vehicle and is constantly being charged via the 
alternator while the engine runs. The AGM/EFB battery is continuously 
monitored by the vehicle’s Battery Management System (BMS) 
and is only fed a charge once its state of charge has dropped to a 
predetermined level. Providing it remains above this 
level, the engine stops and avoids the power required 
to run the alternator, all of the vehicle’s electrical 
systems are fed by the battery alone, reducing 
fuel consumption and exhaust emissions.

In some cases, the BMS can operate the 
charging curve for a new battery based on 
the battery fitment options stored within 
it and over time can ‘learn’ what battery 
has been fitted and optimise the 
operating algorithm 
accordingly, but many do 
not. In these cases, the 
battery being installed 
must be registered or 
‘validated’ into the BMS 
with a diagnostic tool or fault codes will be generated, which could 
affect other systems and there’s also a risk of premature battery failure 
due to overcharging.

80% of start-stop equipped vehicles are fitted with either a VARTA AGM 
or EFB battery as their original equipment fitment. As well as providing 
VARTA, Lucas and Numax batteries, ECOBAT Battery Technologies’ also 
offers the ‘Connect + Reset’ battery validation tool to enable technicians 
to carry out the installation efficiently. When connected to the vehicle’s 
j1962 diagnostic socket, the tool will go through the validation and 
fault code reset process, so the battery is introduced and assimilated 
into the vehicle’s electronic systems and integrated with the battery 
management module.

 01743 218 500
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NEW BATTERY TYPES 
GS Yuasa Battery Europe has introduced seven new Yuasa 
automotive batteries to its YBX range.

The seven new batteries expand Yuasa’s YBX3000, YBX5000 and 
YBX7000 offer, increasing parts coverage by over 50 additional 
vehicles with a combined population of over 200,000 
passenger cars in the UK. 

James Hylton, Managing Director at GS Yuasa Battery Sales (UK) 
says: “Yuasa’s Original Equipment YBX batteries are trusted by 
both the trade and consumers alike. With an established OE 
pedigree, we are proud to have the largest vehicle coverage for 
one brand.”

“GS Yuasa are always looking to maximise the coverage, 
specification and competitiveness of our battery ranges. This 
means we are able to offer our customers the best value and 
the largest choice. The new automotive types are available 
immediately to the European aftermarket.”

The YBX3000 battery series offers up to 30,000 starts and 
has five new references. The YBX3750 and YBX3780 satisfy 
the demand for BCI standard front terminal type batteries, 
popular on a wide range of American vehicles. The YBX3214 
and YBX3205 are unique to numerous Korean-built Chevrolet, 
Kia and Hyundai models and the YBX3115 expands GS Yuasa’s 
coverage in popular VAG, BMW and Volvo cars.

The YBX5116 has also been introduced to Yuasa’s YBX5000 
series. This Layout 1 L4 DIN battery provides up to 50,000 
engine starts and satisfies unique requirements of some 
Chevrolet Captivas & Vauxhall Antaras. 

Finally, the YBX7019 was introduced to the YBX7000 EFB range 
to meet the demand of an increasing number of VAG models 
that employ L5 DIN EFB batteries in premium Start/Stop 
models.

To find the right battery and access detailed fitting information, 
visit its online battery lookup tool at fit.yuasa.com.

http://www.bannerbatteries.com
http://fit.yuasa.com
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AIR TOOLS?
THINK TENG
POWER THAT WONT LET YOU DOWN

• ROBUST & POWERFUL

• HIGH TORQUE ACTION

• LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINIUM

• TWIN HAMMER MECHANISM

• FORWARD / REVERSE BUTTON

• REDUCED VIBRATION

ORDER ONLINE
COLLECT IN STORE

Build your basket

Choose your stockist

Collect & pay in store£
www.tengtools.co.uk

http://www.tengtools.co.uk
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Hand & Air Tools

TURN UP THE HEAT ON STUCK FIXINGS
Draper has introduced two induction heating tools designed 
to save technicians time and money. Both machines provide 
a safer alternative to oxy-acetylene gas heating, which can be 
dangerous and difficult to control.

The IHT-30 liquid cooled model (76171) is a high-powered 
machine for the controlled, safe and efficient heating of 
ferrous, and some non-ferrous, metals. Features include three 
computer-controlled heating modes, 1.5L liquid tank and 
cooling fan assisted radiators.

Model IHT15 (80808) is an induction heater kit with four 
different shaped coils, operated by simply placing the 
appropriate coil over or around the ferrous metal to be heated.

NEW WRENCH PUT TO TASK
Hertfordshire based Dream Automotive develop power mods 
and upgrades for the new FK2/FK8 and other Honda models. 
They offer basic servicing through to full race preparation and 
support with specialist, bespoke one-off projects – this can be 
anything from putting a K20 type R engine into a classic Mini 
to a full K swap engine change on a ZF1.  Dream are also 2018 
title sponsors of the UK national race series VTEC Challenge 
and previously ran their test FK2 as the official safety car for 
this series. The workshop was asked to review the new CP8849 
Cordless ½” impact wrench from Chicago Pneumatic.

Owner Phil Crafford used the wrench for a variety of tasks and 
found the touch pad on the back of the tool was particularly 
useful. These digital touch buttons provide: A Slow Mode, 
run down at 4 to 5 Nm, and Fast Mode running down to near 
recommended torque, around 70 Nm. Then, 50% power mode 
delivering 580 Nm and Full Power Mode delivering 1,150 Nm.

Phil found the tool to be well balanced, was easy to use single-
handed and had no difficulty undoing tight wheel nuts in 
Full Power Mode. The touch button modes proved effective 
on an EP3 Civic type R while putting the wheel back on and 
tightening, but not overtightening, the studs. He then used the 
CP8915 Torque Wrench to apply the final torque required.

www.cp.co.uk   

STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD
For over 30 years Teng Tools has been creating tools and 
storage solutions and the firm says that you can build 
your ultimate tool kit in three simple steps. Choose your 
storage, choose your tool trays then click together, and 
you’re done!

During the manufacturing process, tool storage is powder 
coat painted with a 5-step rust protection that keeps 
them looking good for longer. All of its tools are supplied 
in trays that when clicked together fit perfectly into all 
of its storage. Whether you need your tools on the go or 
if you want to kit out your entire workshop, Teng Tools is 
confident it has everything needed to get your tooling 
organised and looking great.

http://www.cp.co.uk
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CP8849  1/2” Cordless Impact Wrench

People.
Passion.
Performance.

Please contact us for your nearest retailer or for further information:
UK Customer Centre: Tel: +44 1442 838999 - Email cp.marketing@cp.com      

Follow us on Facebook @CP.Tools.UK        Linkedin @Chicago-Pneumatic    www.cp.co.uk

Powerful Cordless 
Impact Wrench with 
2 Shut-Off Settings!

SCAN HERE TO SEE 
THE TOOL IN ACTION

 � Side2Side forward and reverse
 � LED front lighting 
 � Thermo plastic grip
 � 2 shut-off options
 � Full power in reverse: 1,150+ Nm
 � Shock absorbing rubber buffers
 � Single handed operation
 � See at a glance setting mode

CP8915 Torque Wrench used in 
conjunction with the CP8849 
Impact PREVENTS overtightening!

SUPER SHORT SOCKETS FOR TIGHT SPACES
Two new socket sets from Laser Tools are ideal when there’s not enough room to 
get a socket over the fastener. They feature super-short sockets combined with the 
Laser Tools Go’thru design that lets you reach fixings that conventional deep sockets 
cannot reach.

The ½” drive low-profile dual-drive socket set (7103) features 19 ultra-low-profile 
sockets that are hex-driven and fit in the low-profile 72-teeth ratchet. For example, 
a standard 17mm socket fitted to a standard-sized ratchet will typically measure 
a depth of around 60mm; in this set the depth of the 17mm socket and 
ratchet together is just 35mm. Additionally, the Go’thru design lets the 
socket and ratchet driver run down the length of the threaded bolt or 
screw to reach the fastener. Particularly suited for adjusting tappets, 
handbrake mechanisms or suspension bushes where access is 
needed to hold the threaded rod as the adjusting or securing 
nut is tightened. The set also includes a quick-release ½” 
drive adaptor for standard sockets and two extension bars 
(125 & 250mm) with wobble-ends. A ½” drive universal joint is also 
included.

The low profile dual-drive socket set (7068) features  
13 super-short 3/8” drive sockets with the Go’thru design.  
A quick-release 3/8” drive adaptor, two 3/8” drive extension  
bars (75 & 150mm) plus a 3/8” drive universal joint are also included. 

These sets are incredibly useful, especially on older cars that were not always 
designed with access in mind, and for classic cars, where often a variety of fastener 
types are used on one vehicle. 

mailto:cp.marketing@cp.com
http://www.cp.co.uk
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Strength in Quality

To fi nd out more visit www.drapertools.com/atech-nov

DESIGNED FOR REMOVAL AND FITMENT OF LOW 
PROFILE AND RUN FLAT TYRES ON RIMS UP TO 26" 
PNEUMATICALLY OPERATED CLAMPING JAWS, TILT 

COLUMN AND POWERFUL PNEUMATIC BEAD BREAKER

FULL SELF-ASSEMBLY AND SELF-INSTALLATION 
REQUIRED

SEMI AUTOMATIC TYRE CHANGER 
WITH ASSIST ARM

STOCK No. 78612

AutoTechnician_NOV18.indd   1 12/10/2018   11:07

CP8849  1/2” Cordless Impact Wrench

People.
Passion.
Performance.

Please contact us for your nearest retailer or for further information:
UK Customer Centre: Tel: +44 1442 838999 - Email cp.marketing@cp.com      

Follow us on Facebook @CP.Tools.UK        Linkedin @Chicago-Pneumatic    www.cp.co.uk

Powerful Cordless 
Impact Wrench with 
2 Shut-Off Settings!

SCAN HERE TO SEE 
THE TOOL IN ACTION

 � Side2Side forward and reverse
 � LED front lighting 
 � Thermo plastic grip
 � 2 shut-off options
 � Full power in reverse: 1,150+ Nm
 � Shock absorbing rubber buffers
 � Single handed operation
 � See at a glance setting mode

CP8915 Torque Wrench used in 
conjunction with the CP8849 
Impact PREVENTS overtightening!

CHRISTMAS PROMOTION
Sealey’s Christmas promotion runs through to 31st December 
2018 and includes offers, festive ideas and over 50 new 
products. It contains free gifts, more than 550 deals and savings 
up to 65%.  

There are new 20V ‘One-Battery-Fits-All’ Range models available 
individually, with a choice of Hammer Drill/Driver, Oscillating 
Multi-Tool, ¼” Hex Drive Impact Driver, ½” Sq Drive Impact 
Wrench, Reciprocating Saw, Random Orbital Palm Sander 
and an Angle Grinder. Storage bags, toolboxes, batteries and 
chargers are also available.  

Other new products include the 55ltr mobile dispensing tanks, 
colour coded for the distribution of diesel, oil or Adblue®.  The 
new SR2000 Stud Welding Kit is designed for fast, efficient 
body repairs and has no ‘burn through,’ reducing prep work 
before repainting. New additions to the professional spray gun 
range are available in both gravity and suction feed options, 
suitable for use with water-based paints. They are supplied with 
maintenance tools and have an adjustable spray width and 
fluid flow.  

The Christmas promotion has deals on lighting, hand tools, 
storage & workstations, battery care, pressure washers and 
vacs.  There are also savings to be had on jacking, lifting and 
welding equipment, compressors, heaters, generators and 
motorcycle tools.  

Copies of the Christmas Promotion are available from your local 
stockist or you can order one or view online at  

 www.sealey.co.uk. Current promotions can also be viewed 
on the free Sealey app on your smart phone or tablet.

http://www.sealey.co.uk
http://www.drapertools.com/atech-nov
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Parts, tools & tips

NEW TECHNOLOGY OFFERS  
EFFICIENCY SAVINGS
Autogem has spent much of the last decade developing its 
comprehensive “Think TPMS, Think Autogem” programme, 
incorporating everything needed to run a successful 
aftermarket TPMS operation. Centring around its universal 
sensor system, i-Sensor®, it provides tools and accessories, 
training, marketing, in-house technical advice and now online 
support.

To save workshops time and labour, the Groove Glove™ was 
introduced in 2017 – a mobile laser tyre tread depth scanner. 
This quickly scans tyres, digitises the data and then performs 
a cloud-based tread analysis. A report is automatically printed 
and can then be presented to the customer. The report also 
considers wear characteristics that may indicate inflation or 
wheel alignment issues, helping to maximises tyre sales and 
improve wheel alignment conversions. 

This Autumn, Autogem launches the Treadspec™ Drive Over 
solution to the UK. Treadspec™ V3 provides the benefits of 
the mobile laser tyre tread analysis into a labour-free package. 
The vehicle is driven over the low-profile ramp system, where 
ANPR cameras capture the registration plate details. The laser 
tread scan is performed and the reports can again be set to 
automatically print via a compatible printer. Treadspec™ claims 
to be the only drive over system that can fully analyse the full 
width of the tyres being scanned, allowing an accurate wheel 
alignment quick check to be performed.

A traditional tyre retailer may spend several minutes collecting 
the tread depths, possibly inputting them into a garage 
management system and then engaging with the customer, 
but in less than a minute Treadspec™ V3 can capture, store 
and present the data consistently and professionally for EVERY 
vehicle that enters the business.

 sales@autogem.co.uk

NEW SENSORS JOIN NTK PROGRAMME  
IN 2019
NGK announced at Automechanika Frankfurt that it will launch 
its new NTK camshaft and crankshaft sensors to the UK market 
in 2019.

This follows NGK’s introduction of its mass air flow (MAF) and 
manifold absolute pressure (MAP) ranges at Automechanika 
2016 and adds to the company’s oxygen sensors, exhaust gas 
temperature sensors and NOx sensors portfolio.

Camshaft and crankshaft sensors provide the Engine Control 
Unit with rotational speed and relative positions of the 
crankshaft and camshaft. Connected to the pistons and the 
gearbox, the crankshaft converts the linear, vertical movements 
of the pistons into rotary motion that powers the engine and 
makes the vehicle move. The crankshaft sensor keeps track of 
this rotational speed.

The purpose of the camshaft is to open and close the valves. 
It is connected to, and driven by, the crankshaft and rotates at 
half of the crankshaft’s speed. The camshaft sensor continually 
measures the location of the camshaft to ensure appropriate 
synchronisation.

Both these sensor signals are used by the ECU to determine 
which cylinder is currently in its power stroke. From this the 
ECU determines precisely when to inject fuel and when to 
apply voltage to the ignition coil for perfectly timed spark plug 
operation and smooth engine control.

FIND THE RIGHT WIPER BLADE
Blue Print has renewed its range of wiper blades for European, Asian and American vehicle 
applications. The programme consists of Conventional, Hybrid and Flat style blades plus specific-
fit Rear wipers, covering more than 90% of Europe’s passenger cars across 47 part numbers.

All Blue Print wiper blades are designed and manufactured in accordance to Japanese Industrial 
Standards and are offered as a direct replacement for the original equipment equivalent. 

Identifying the correct wiper blade has been simplified, with the part number combining the 
wiper style and blade dimension – the full range can be found on  

 www.partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com.

mailto:sales@autogem.co.uk
http://partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com
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DrivePRO   
the latest innovation 

in diagnostics

DIAGNOSTICS 
WITH  
THE EXPERTS

DrivePRO is a multi-function diagnostics platform that combines Autologic’s diagnostic 
software with expert technical support from our OEM-trained master technicians.

Experience unlimited expert guidance and 
symptom-driven advice at the push of a 
button! 

• Our DrivePro platform allows us to see 
what you see from our Tech Support 
Center in real-time.

• Complex repairs and module replacement 
made possible with live access to our 
Master Technicians.

• Talk directly to our software engineers 
and benefit from real-time software 
updates.

AutologicLive Technical Support

Autologic’s industry-leading diagnostic 

software makes for fast and reliable 

fault identification and repair.

Enhanced Diagnostics

Code and program new parts using either:

• Built-in Autologic diagnostic software

• Remote flash programming services 
available through RAP®

Flash Programming and Coding

   

01865 870 060

sales-uk@autologic.comTo learn more about DrivePRO,               
contact our sales team today!

Windows 10 with 
Dual-Core CPU Built-in stylus 

for quick use

Ergonomic IP-rated 
Ruggedised Tablet

Built-in Speakers  
& Microphone

uk.autologic.com

More brand coverage than ever before!

 Built-in stand for 
‘free hand’ use

Internal Pass-
Thru Device

Built with

Technology!

http://uk.autologic.com
mailto:sales-uk@autologic.com
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Class 4 Automated ATL Brake Tester 
D412W-GCP3 (or GCP4, you choose)
Single chassis with latest control software, manual and automated 
procedures for flexible testing. Four-point weighing system, 4WD 
testing, 5 year roller surface warranty, built-in remote assistance, 
Windows 10 OS with wifi and 22" display, motorcycle testing 
(optional). UK software and electronics.

Class 7 Automated ATL Brake Tester 
D702W-GCP3 (or GCP4, you choose)
Dual chassis with latest SW900 control software, manual and 
automated procedures for flexible testing. Eight-point vehicle 
weighing system, 4WD testing, 5 year roller surface warranty, 
built-in remote assistance, Windows 10 OS with wifi and 22" display, 
motorcycle testing (optional). UK software and electronics.

Class 7 Automated ATL Brake Tester 
D712W-GCP3 (or GCP4, you choose)
Single chassis with latest SW900 control software, manual and 
automated procedures for flexible testing. Four-point vehicle 
weighing system, 4WD testing, 5 year roller surface warranty, 
built-in remote assistance, Windows 10 OS with wifi and 22" display, 
motorcycle testing (optional). UK software and electronics.

4T, Four Post ATL MoT Lift with 4.65m platforms 
B441-465-C 
Solid I-beam crossmembers, stainless turning plates, hydraulic twin-
plate play detector with ruggedized torch control, 630mm platforms, 
membrane keypad control panel, UK software and electronics. 
Surface or recess mounted. Optional APC (Any Post Control), 
high-speed pack, wireless PD control, underside LED lighting.

6T, Four Post ATL MoT Lift with 6.1m platform 
B461-610-C 
Solid I-beam crossmembers, stainless turning plates, hydraulic 
twin-plate play detector with ruggedized torch control, wide 
630mm platforms, membrane keypad control panel, UK software 
and electronics. Surface or recess mounted. Optional APC (Any Post 
Control), high-speed pack, wireless PD control, underside LED lighting.

WINTER MADNESS

  
 OR CONTACT YOUR LOCAL BOSTON AGENT

Call: 0800 085 0620
www.bostonequipment.com

LISTED PRICES EACH SAVE £2,000 +

NOW
£7,250

NOW
£8,495

NOW
£9,450

NOW
£8,495

NOW
£10,995

£38.59/wk

£45.22/wk

£50.30/wk

£45.22/wk

£58.52/wk

Valid only on orders received from 1st Oct until 31st Dec 2018. 10% deposit required.

http://www.bostonequipment.com
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The new diagnostic software upgrade from Snap-on® features 
Vehicle System Reports with the Snap-on cloud, ALTUS™, 
designed to make pre- and post-scan reporting easier.

A pre-repair scan can find hidden issues and make customers 
aware of any problems before work is done, while a post-repair 
scan confirms repairs and services were completed properly. 
The Vehicle System Report automatically uploads the scans from 
MODIS™ Edge and SOLUS™ Edge to ALTUSDRIVE.com. From 
here, the document can be printed, e-mailed or sent via text to 
customers and also used to fulfil mandates by manufacturers and 
insurance companies for collision work.

New features are also available on the ZEUS™ and VERUS® Edge 
diagnostic tools. An improved system menu groups together 
vehicle systems by category; a backup reminder alert prompts 
users to protect their data; and a scanner module ‘quick connect’ 
screen alerts users if they have tried to continue without 
connecting the scan module to the vehicle.

There’s new coverage for Advanced Driver Assistance Systems 
(ADAS). New systems include the all-around vision camera for 
17 different BMW models; extensive coverage for the VW Crafter, 
which is a new vehicle included in the update; and the electronic 
parking brake and lane departure warning for several Mazda 
models.

 y Over 90 new models and engines added
 y More special functions for Ford, Mazda, Dacia, Peugeot and 
Citroen

 y New VW Crafter added with extensive coverage including 
substantial ADAS content

Component Test Meter (CTM) coverage features seven new 
general test procedures – Common Rail Diesel Injector; Common 
Rail Diesel Low Pressure Pump; Cylinder Leakage; Hydraulic Power 
Steering System; Reciprocating Piston Engine Valve Timing; Spark 
Ignition Engine Fuel Injector; Spark Ignition Engine Fuel Pump – to 
help technicians get to the fix faster.

Also new is a NOx Accumulator ‘How To’ class and a further five 
vehicle-specific case studies, bringing the total up to 20, while 
CTM coverage now features 29 manufacturers.

Users of the ZEUS, SOLUS Edge, MODIS Edge and Ultra platforms, 
and the VERUS and VERDICT® family of products, get exclusive 
access to SureTrack™ with the upgrade – a resource that can 
reduce repair time with diagnostic experience, repair timesavers 
and verified parts replacement records taken from millions of 
successful repair orders.

 diagnostics.snapon.co.uk/software

SOFTWARE UPGRADE SIMPLIFIES  
SCAN REPORTS 

NEW CATALOGUE DETAILS AIR CON  
SERVICE SOLUTIONS
Kent-based company Primalec provides leak control 
and air conditioning service equipment for both OEM 
production lines and workshops and supplies the 
likes of Aston Martin, JCB and Caterpillar.

Full details of its products are featured in its new 
catalogue, including Glo-Leak® UV, Primalec and 
Snow Leopard brands and branded products. 
Director Richard Doran says: “Primalec has been 
blending UV fluorescent leak tracer fluids in the UK 
for 30 years under our Glo-Leak® trade mark. In the 
automotive aftermarket, mobile air conditioning is 
Primalec’s core offering.” It can provide workshops 
with lubricants, cooling performance accelerators, 
refrigerant leak detection and repair, vehicle sanitising 
and purifying, system cleanse and retro-fit products. 
Richard continues, 

“You will find something new on every page of 
the catalogue. There is a host of new content 
and products including new Glo-Leak® 
fluids, UV tracer lamps, electronic sensors 
and refrigerant analysis equipment, vehicle 
sanitising solutions and the expanded range 
of Snow Leopard refrigerant oils.”

Glo-Leak® UV is designed to detect tiny leaks that the 
eye normally misses. The special tracer fluids have 
fluorescent properties that make them glow under 
UV light. 

 01622 816 955

http://diagnostics.snapon.co.uk/software
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WINTER MADNESS SALE
Boston Garage Equipment are now offering substantial price reductions within its ‘Winter 
Madness’ event. Most Boston models of brake testers and vehicle lifts are offered, with over 
£2,000 discounts available until the December 31st deadline.

Boston’s Brad Calcutt comments: “Due to the quality of our products, our prices, which 
are always competitive, cannot be further reduced in normal circumstances. However, we 
have secured the support of our European manufacturers to reduce margins, and together 
with the cooperation of our 28 nationwide agencies, and producing our own software and 
controls, we have come up with incredible once-only discounts. Equipment offered is exactly 
of the quality for which Boston is well known  
and can be secured with a deposit for later  
installation. Next-day finance can be offered.”

 www.bostonequipment.com

EXPANDING TURBO PROGRAMME
The following OE brand new applications join BTN’s programme:

 y Audi TDi Quattro 3.0LD 201HP 2012-2015 – P/N 799672-5002S Garrett
 y BMW 125D 2.0LD 215HP 2012-2015 – P/N 839765-5001S BorgWarner
 y BMW M50D 3.0LD TDCi 376HP 2012-2014 – P/N 53039980522

All of the turbos it supplies, whether new or remanufactured, are 100% OE and come 
with a two-year warranty with unlimited mileage, a free Fitkit and an oil filled syringe 
for extra protection. 

A wide range of turbo accessories, including oil feed pipes, oil return pipes and oil 
strainer kits, are also available.

 01895 466 666

http://www.bostonequipment.com
http://www.autogem.co.uk/grooveglove
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Helen Robinson, marketing director at Euro Car Parts, looks at how 
repairers can maximise sales opportunities through battery testing, as this 
technology becomes more complex

Cars have become more sophisticated and so have the batteries 
that run them. A quick glance at the Euro Car Parts holds more than 
400,000 batteries in stock – each requiring different types of testing 
systems, based upon multiple algorithms. Marketing Director Helen 
Robinson says, “Suddenly, basic testing equipment from years ago is 
no longer effective for modern vehicles and different, more expensive 
systems are required. However, if you want to continue to upsell 
battery replacements, by offering customers a complementary battery 
check, then there is a commercial argument for investing in more 
sophisticated testing equipment.”  

ECP has worked with a manufacturer to develop a single testing 
product that can be used on all five battery types; standard flooded, 
calcium, AGM, EFB, and spiral wound. Exclusive to Euro Car Parts, the 
DHC smart battery tester uses a powerful microprocessor to safely test 
the condition of any battery, indicating its performance and life. 

“When you look at the growing popularity of stop-start technology, 
the need to invest in the latest battery technology becomes apparent,” 
says Helen. “More than half of cars in Europe are expected to be 
stop-start by 2020. The ability to test these batteries can provide a 
competitive advantage, particularly considering that many drivers of 
stop-start vehicles often do not know they have a battery problem.” 

MAXIMISE SALES THROUGH BATTERY TESTING

Help your engine work 
as it was designed to. 

Help your engine 
breathe. 

For more information:

www.reviveturbocleaner.com 

Trusted by professionals to 
remove and prevent soot build 
up from inside engines quickly 

and safely.

Revive is a low cost and effective 

treatment to overcome over-boost 

and under-boost issues with 

Variable Geometry Turbochargers 

which can be restricted by soot and 

carbon deposit build-up.

Revive helps to minimise carbon 

deposit fouling on inlet valves in 

Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI) 

engines. 

http://www.reviveturbocleaner.com
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The PalmerSport Formula 
programme runs from 8am to 1pm 
and the vehicle line-up includes: 

Palmer JP-LM 
Formula 3000 single seater 
Caterham Seven Pursuit 
Land Rover Defender 
Karts

Guests are treated to breakfast rolls, 
a two-course lunch and an awards 
presentation. All activities are timed, 
with the exception of the Caterham 
Pursuit, with trophies awarded to the 
best performers.

The PalmerSport GT programme 
runs from 12pm to 5pm and you 
get to drive:

BMW M4 GTP  
Renault Clio Cup 
Ariel Atom

Guests enjoy a two-course waitress-
served lunch, afternoon tea and an 
awards presentation. Activities are 
timed and trophies are awarded to 
the best drivers of the day.

The PalmerSport Evening 
programme runs from 4pm to 
8.30pm and includes a prizegiving 
and barbecue. Again, activities 
are timed and the best drivers are 
applauded and presented with 
trophies.

Car line-up:
Palmer JP-LM
Formula 3000 single seater
Renault Clio Cup
Karts

Competitions and giveaways

GIVEAWAY: LIQUI MOLY CALENDARS
Head over to our Facebook page www.facebook.com/
Autotechmagazine and message us before Friday 23rd 
November to be in with the chance of receiving a 2019 
LIQUI MOLY motorsport calendar.

Bring some motorbike, touring car and racing truck 
action into your reception area… DM us now!

TWO DRIVING VOUCHERS UP FOR GRABS!
We have two half-day PalmerSport vouchers, worth over £1,100, to give away to one lucky reader, courtesy of ZF 
[pro]Tech and PalmerSport. The vouchers can be redeemed against its Formula, GT or Evening events at Bedford 
Autodrome. 

Yourself and a friend could be enjoying one of these experiences in 2019*:

For your chance to win, simply email admin@autotechnician.co.uk by Friday 7th December with your name, workshop 
name and phone number and we’ll be in touch with the lucky winner shortly after. Best of luck!

Read about the ZF[pro]Tech support initiatives in the Training section on page 59.

* The car line up is based on the 2018 programmes and correct at the time of publishing, but is subject to change

mailto:admin@autotechnician.co.uk
http://www.facebook.com/Autotechmagazine
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I first met Trevor West on a Euro Car Parts trip to Pagid’s 
manufacturing facilities in Germany a year ago. Trevor was 
invited along with other workshop owners to experience the 
R&D and production of TMD Friction’s braking brand – and to 
also enjoy the local hospitality and a hair-raising ride on the 
Nürburgring.

Trevor and I whiled away a few hours on the coach travelling 
between sites talking about the industry and his journey 
from a BMW apprentice to owning a successful repair and 
MOT garage, which continues to expand. He spoke of the 
importance of customer service and providing solutions for 
customers and turning down work from “aggro” customers. I 
was intrigued by his business savvy and promised to visit him 
to learn more about what makes him and Westech Cars tick. 
This month, one year on, I drove to Hampshire and did just 
that.

Trevor’s family had an electrical engineering background, so 
he began his college education in this area. A year down the 
line he was told engineering was a dying trade and a friendly 
lecturer advised him to get into motor vehicles. He worked 
with a local Volvo specialist on day release from college and 
this soon increased to four days working out of a shed on a 
local farm. He then moved to an all makes workshop, followed 

by a stint at Toyota in Farnham, followed by its Basingstoke 
site. A buy out from Viking pushed him into moving over 
to a Volvo dealership. His wife was also employed there as 
an administrator, she jumped ship to the local BMW Woods 
aftersales centre and he followed suit. After completing his 
BMW training, he was approached by Mercedes-Benz who 
wanted to set up a BMW dealership in Basingstoke. He helped 
build the business up from an empty shell and remained there 
for 10 years.

A BETTER WORK/LIFE BALANCE
Although his passion for the job remained, he’d go down the 
pub at the end of the day and his colleagues only had work to 
talk about. Motivated to strike a better balance between life 
and work he planned to start up on his own. He remembers 
being told that you need 365 customers to make it work, so he 
carried on with his day job at BMW from 8am till 5pm and took 
on extra work in the evenings to build a customer base. After 
nearly four years of hard graft he put a date on his calendar to 
leave BMW. “I was knackered, I thought to myself I can’t keep 
doing it. Something’s going to give, I’m going to get ill or my 
relationship’s going to fall apart. I didn’t want to get bored of it I 
enjoy working on cars, I didn’t want it to become a chore.”

Garage Visit: Westech Cars
AUTOTECHNICIAN VISITS TREVOR WEST OF WESTECH CARS IN BASINGSTOKE TO DISCOVER HOW HIS ATTITUDE 
HAS LED TO A SUCCESSFUL REPAIR BUSINESS SPECIALISING IN BMWS
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Three years on, he now has two workshops on a rural site, 
which Trevor says has the benefit of not attracting passing 
trade, and a loyal customer base of 2,000 customers. He 
has just taken on a receptionist who was front of house in 
a BMW dealership and has three full-time techs working on 
15-18 cars a day. 

He says that luck played a part in the opportunities 
presented to him over the years, but more than that, he’d 
always tried to go the extra mile for people, something 
that doesn’t go unnoticed, and continues to attract good 
customers at Westech Cars. They lay on courtesy cars and 
have taken the hit on awkward jobs, such as playing the 
middle man between the RAC and the used car dealer who 
supplied it, to save their customer hassle. Trevor has instilled 
the value of a high level of customer service, honesty 
and communication to his staff and believes this is a vital 
element to their success. They focus on putting themselves 
in the shoes of the customer and communicate the findings 
of any diagnostic work along the way.

Although the garages are hives of activity when we visit, 
there is a relaxed atmosphere and it’s clear that the business 
is important to him but that he very much believes in life 
outside work. We talk of the importance of striking a good 
work/life balance and he says how he turns down the extra 
cash that involves the team waiting around for customers 
after hours, so they can pack up each Friday at 4.30pm to 
head home or to the pub. Once a month they’ll go out for a 
curry, the team get a quarterly bonus and can take holidays 
when they like, within reason. “If you’re sensible about it and 
have a bit of give and take with someone you’ll get a lot 
more out of them.” 

Toss Your Torch

Switch to Induction Heat
Mini-Ductor® Venom®

The Mini-Ductor Venom uses Invisible Heat® to release metal from corrosion and thread 
lock compounds without the dangers of open flame and up to 90% faster - 3/4” nuts are 
turned red hot in seconds.

Applications:
>  Seatbelt Bolts  >  O2 Sensors
>  Suspension  >  Brakes   
>  Fuel Tank Straps  >  Inline Connectors

SAFETY
CERTIFIED

theinductor.co.uk

http://theinductor.co.uk
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sales@autoelectro.co.uk 
www.autoelectro.co.uk 
+44 (0)1274 656101 

AIMS 
The new 

solution for   
surcharge   

management 

24/7 
Online order 

facility 

Product lookup 
price & availability 
and 360° rotating 

images 

I enjoy working on cars – I didn’t want it to become a chore.”

BENEFITS OF BEING PART OF A NETWORK
The business is part of the RMI’s Trust My Garage network, which has helped with Health & 
Safety aspects of the business, as well as legal and employment advice, best practice and 
customer service. Westech Cars is also part of Euro Car Parts’ Autofirst network and has just 
re-subscribed after its first year, “I get a reduced rate in waste oil and filter collection, discount 
on Shell oil, half price training, discounts through ECP on the promotions they have, it’s 
really good.”  Trevor has also been impressed by Autowork Online, Euro Car Parts’ garage 
management system that deals with invoicing, estimates, labour times, stock reports and 
forecasts, and links to Sage accounts.

“You’ve also got the Technical helpline, you can ring them up 24/7 and its online as well. They’ll 
give you wiring diagrams for any cars.”  They had recently used it to find the pin locations for 
ECU wiring on a Golf. 

So, they have the systems in place, the right kind of customers, what’s next for Trevor and 
his team? Well, to stay up to date with the latest tech, the staff are undertaking Hybrid & EV 
training but apart from that, it is business as usual at what could just be the most chilled 
independent garage in business today!  

 westechcars.co.uk

mailto:sales@autoelectro.co.uk
http://www.autoelectro.co.uk
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AUTO EDUCATION LAUNCHED
Workshops can now perform a skills overview to 
understand where and how to develop their skills, by using 
a new learning management system launched as part of 
the joint Euro Car Parts and Andrew Page Auto Education 
offering.

From the Auto Education Academy website, repairers 
can login to their own skills portal to view the content of 
more than 75 different courses, register and book their 
place on training workshops all over the country. A skills 
overview assesses strengths and weaknesses across nine 
areas; petrol engines, diesel engines, engine management 
and emissions, vehicle electronics, hybrid and electrical 
cars, brakes, powertrain, tyres, steering and suspension, 

and air-conditioning. Results are automatically added to 
an interactive skills diagram, illustrating a repairer’s current 
skillset and enabling them to set their own training and 
development targets. Where gaps exist, the learning 
management system intuitively recommends Auto 
Education courses that can help increase knowledge in 
certain areas. 

Anybody can access and complete the skills overview, 
making the tool particularly useful for workshop owners 
and managers who want to monitor the skillsets of 
employees. The new platform can also be used to test the 
abilities of potential new recruits.

Auto Education Academy courses take place at the 
following training hubs in the coming weeks. Ask your local 
branch for details of courses coming up at a hub near you:

GARAGE GURUS
Federal-Mogul Motorparts launched its Garage Gurus support 
service at Automechanika Frankfurt, a no-cost platform that 
aims to give comprehensive support tools for technicians and 
workshop owners. 

UK workshops can initially benefit from ‘Gurus Online’, a 
technical training site that can help develop knowledge of 
automotive systems, components and maintenance. The 
website includes interactive learning modules, technical tips 
and troubleshooting video guides.

It hopes to bring its Gurus On-the-Go to the UK next year, 
a fleet of equipped vans that will tour workshops giving 
interactive demonstrations on the latest tools, parts and 
technologies. 

Technical specialists are 
available by phone or Skype, 
the Gurus On-Call can provide 
fast answers for product and 
diagnostic questions, find your 
local phone number on www.
fmgaragegurus.eu or via skype through: gurus_on_call. 

“The main purpose of Garage Gurus is to engage with and 
assist the mechanics with grease on their hands, the ones 
installing parts 9-5 each week,” explains Trade and Technical 
Services Manager Marijn Staal. “Even the most experienced 
technicians know that you never stop learning, so we want to 
be the go-to resource for technical information and support 
they can count on.”

 www.fmgaragegurus.eu

Training & Support

COURSE COURSE 
STARTS

COURSE 
ENDS

LOCATION 

GED 9, DSG Gearbox 2018-11-08 
09:00 Thu

2018-11-09 
17:00 Fri

SHEFFIELD Euro Car Parts, Sheffield (Aston) Vector 31 Network Centre,  
Waleswood Way Sheffield S26 5NU

GED 11, Hybrid / Electric Vehicle - 
Safety Awareness & Operations

2018-11-08 
09:00 Thu

2018-11-09 
17:00 Fri

BASILDON Euro Car Parts, Basildon Unit 4, Festival Business Park Festival 
Way Basildon SS14 3WB

Level 3 LV Inspection Technician 1 
Day Accreditation [IMI3IT]

2018-11-12 
09:00 Mon

2018-11-12 
17:00 Mon

SUNDERLAND Euro Car Parts, Sunderland Unit 2, Sunrise Enterprise Park 
Ferryboat Ln underland SR5 3RX

Level 2 Award in MOT Testing  
(Classes 4, 7) [MOTNT]

2018-11-12 
09:00 Mon

2018-11-15 
17:00 Thu

BOURNEMOUTH Paragon Skills Station Approach Ashley Rd  
Bournemouth BH1 4NB

MOT Test Centre Manager  
[MOTCM] Level 3 Award

2018-11-13 
09:00 Tue

2018-11-14 
17:00 Wed

AVONMOUTH Euro Car Parts, Avonmouth Fifth Way Bristol BS11 8DT

Level 2 Award in MOT Testing  
(Classes 4, 7) [MOTNT]

2018-11-13 
09:00 Tue

2018-11-16 
17:00 Fri

TELFORD Severn Valley Motorsport, Halesfield 8, Telford TF7 4ES, UK

GED 11, Hybrid/Electric Vehicle - 
Safety Awareness & Operations

2018-11-13 
09:00 Tue

2018-11-14 
17:00 Wed

NORWICH Euro Car Parts, Norwich (Hall Road), Hall Road, Norwich, UK

GED 12, Understanding Pass Through 
and Communication Networks

2018-11-13 
09:00 Tue

2018-11-13 
17:00 Tue

SHEFFIELD Euro Car Parts, Sheffield (Aston) Vector 31 Network Centre,  
Waleswood Way Sheffield S26 5NU

GED 9, DSG Gearbox 2018-11-13 
09:00 Tue

2018-11-14 
17:00 Wed

SUNDERLAND Euro Car Parts, Sunderland Unit 2, Sunrise Enterprise Park 
Ferryboat Ln Sunderland SR5 3RX

http://www.fmgaragegurus.eu


Crosland offers a complete 
range of high quality filters – 
trusted by professionals for 
efficient, economical vehicle 
service every time.

Available from eurocarparts.com

Crosland_Ad_A5_ECP_August2018.indd   1 17/08/2018   10:33

THE ART OF ‘EEPROMMING’  
The training will provide you with the information you need to know; such 
as make, model, ECU, Eeprom type, virgin files, pin decoding information 
and much more. 

THE COURSE COVERS:

 y ID, form, function, read, erase and programming
 y Desolder and resolder techniques and practice
 y Practical application.
 y Decoding and pin extraction
 y Hacking, editing, virginising and cloning
 y Chip tuning & performance upgrades
 y Flexray & DoIP overview.
 y J2534 Pass Thru – sites, processes, application, data and costs
 y Euro 5 & 6 – Manufacturers’ technical data and wiring diagrams.

Another popular course is ‘Diagnostics in The Golden Hour’, which is aimed 
at experienced technicians and business managers who are looking to 
improve both the technical and business aspects of diagnostics. Take-away 
worksheets can be used to assess your own business, helping you to identify 
and plan improvements. 

During the course you will cover topics such as: Business numbers (profit 
and loss, mark-up and margins, pricing strategy), Customer relationship 
management, Critical thinking and analysis, Fault finding strategies, Diagnostic 
techniques and Component test and measurement.

 01278 428 699

Independent diagnostic technical expert 
James Dillon is running an Eeproms Coding 
& Programming course on TUESDAY 4TH 
DECEMBER out of his training workshop in 
Bridgwater. James says:

 “The course will have you opening 
ECU’s, removing chips, reading chips 
in reading devices, unscrambling 
encrypted data, extracting pin codes, 
cloning ECU’s, programming virgin BIN 
files and much more. This is a great 
course to expand your understanding 
of this really hot topic.”

http://eurocarparts.com
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BELT AND TENSIONER DIAGNOSIS
A broken timing belt and/or tensioner can cause engine 
failure, so it is imperative that technicians check the system for 
wear during a routine service and always replace it at the VM’s 
recommended change point.

Diagnosing what causes a timing belt to break is not straight 
forward, but common reasons for failure can usually be 
classified:

 y STRAIGHT BREAK –  
caused by the belt ‘crimping’ (usually a fitting or handling 
error)

 y JAGGED BREAK –  
caused by incorrect/excessive tension (fitting error) or a 
foreign body entering the drive system

 y SHEARED TEETH –  
caused by incorrect tension and misalignment (fitting error), 
or the recommended change point has been exceeded

 y CRACKED BACK –  
caused by heat exposure and/or change point exceeded

 y SIDE WEAR/POLISHING –  
caused by misalignment (fitting error)

 y WORN TEETH FLANKS –  
caused by incorrect/excessive tension and misalignment 
(fitting error), and/or exceeding the change point

 y MARKED BELT BACK –  
caused by incorrect tension and alignment (fitting error) or a 
foreign body entering the drive system

 y GAP (LAND) WEAR –  
caused by incorrect/excessive tension (fitting error)

 y CONTAMINATED BELT (GREASE/OIL) –  
caused by other defective components, damage or an 
incorrectly installed timing belt cover.

Signs of a broken tensioner include the following:

 y WORN END STOP/BROKEN STOP PIN –  
caused by an incorrect tension (fitting error)

 y CONTACT DAMAGE ON PULLEY RIMS –  
caused by misalignment (fitting error) and defective 
components, such as water pump bearing.

A poster is available that includes these installation and 
diagnosis pointers and technicians can gain instant access 
to VM fitting data, technical guides, product information and 
training dates on the REPXPERT portal. Anybody not already 
signed up can register for free at  www.repxpert.co.uk.TR
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4T GUIDELINES: TIMING BELT SERVICE ‘BEST PRACTICE’
SCHAEFFLER IS URGING ALL TECHNICIANS TO FOLLOW ITS ‘4T’ GUIDELINES DURING THE SERVICE AND 
INSTALLATION OF ITS INA BELT SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS TO AVOID FITTING ERRORS THAT CAN LEAD TO 
PREMATURE BELT FAILURE:

1 TEMPERATURE:  
Do not start work until the engine has completely cooled down

2 TOOLS:  
The correct tools must be used in accordance with vehicle manufacturer (VM) instructions

3 TORQUE:  
Use a torque wrench to tighten all bolts to the correct VM specifications

4 TENSION:  
The belt tension must be accurate, correct and to VM recommendations

“We are not trying to teach mechanics how to suck eggs, but it is amazing how many problems can be 
created by not following these simple rules in the workshop.” INA belt system specialist, Tim Adams

If drivers notice unexplained noises or vibrations when driving, the cause should be investigated immediately. If a timing belt 
system replacement is required, Schaeffler’s REPXPERTs and VMs recommend that all components need to be changed at the 
same time to reduce the risk of major engine damage.

The INA range of Timing Belt KITs and KIT+ are designed to save technicians’ time by providing everything needed for a 
professional repair in one box, with the KIT+ range including the water pump for belt driven applications.

http://www.repxpert.co.uk
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ONLINE SUPPORT AND GARAGE CALL-OUTS
ZF offers a range of technical training courses and other 
support services to the independent garage network through 
the ZF [pro]Tech initiative. National account manager at ZF 
Aftermarket, Ian Brooks, explains: 

"This was born not of a wish to make money – 
but to genuinely help protect the integrity of the 
aftermarket.” 

“As a member of ZF [pro]Tech plus, each year you get three 
training days on courses of your choice, including access to the 
High Voltage Electrical training, which from a safety perspective 
is essential in this day and age. You also get a healthy discount 
on further training days, your own dedicated account manager 
and regular visits to your garage. You gain access to OE service 
information traditionally only available on a paid-for-basis 
from the VMs and know-how, technical knowledge, fitting and 
user instructions on all ZF parts and systems – both online 
and on the line, technical helpline that is. And because this 
initiative really is about supporting you, we also throw in up to 
three personal call outs each year if we can’t help you via our 
dedicated telephone helpline.” 

So, that’s the subscription-based offer which includes training 
days. For those who want to benefit from OE service info, 
discounted course fees and access to all the ZF know-how 
and technical information via an online portal, they are about 
to launch ZF [pro]Tech Start. For a one-off payment of £125, 
garages can benefit from the concept in a pared back way. 

protech.zf-aftermarket.uk@zf.com

Getting on line with Sites43 is easy, 

It’s so easy you haven’t really got to 

do anything. A phone call or email 

and you are almost there. Your site 

is unique. It’s built for you. 

We design it and help with the 

words. It is not a self-build operation 

and you certainly don’t get left 

hanging when things don’t go the 

way you would want. 

On hand-over, we talk you through 

how to update your site (which is so 

easy) and what’s more, your news 

pages will link to your social media 

platforms and that saves you time.

Call 0207 078 9859 to find out more or

http://www.sites43.com/at
mailto:protech.zf-aftermarket.uk@zf.com
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COPYRIGHT TENDS TO BE MISUNDERSTOOD BY THE 
GARAGE TRADE, WHICH IS WHY ROB MARSHALL 
URGES AFTERMARKET BUSINESSES TO BE SAVVIER 
AND REVIEW ANY PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL FOR 
STOLEN CONTENT, BEFORE THEY GET CAUGHT.

Being just one of the many complex legal areas of intellectual 
property (IP), one of copyright’s main aims is to protect the 
financial interest of the person that creates an original piece 
of work. While the Internet has seen an explosion of material 
being both used and shared, copyright’s legal protection has 
not diminished, although it can be argued that it is infringed 
more widely. However, enforcement is on the increase, 
especially when stolen content is used openly to support a 
business. Is yours one of them?

Breaching somebody else’s copyright could cause you (and/or 
your business) serious issues, due to the legal rights afforded 
to the original creator. For the sake of simplicity, this article 
will focus mainly on ‘artistic works’ (specifically, images) in the 
context of promoting a vehicle repair business.

You might ask, what harm can be done, by grabbing a nice 
picture from Google Images, for example, and pasting it on 
your website? It is not as though anybody is being hurt and, in 
any case, the item is in the public domain, which means that 
it is free? Professional photographers and their lawyers would 
argue differently. Considering that the picture in question 
might have cost hundreds, or even thousands, of pounds to 
create, you have not only taken someone else’s asset but also 
the owner/copyright holder has been deprived of income. 
Material on the Internet should not be regarded as free for 
the taking, especially for a commercial business, but more 
sophisticated search tools mean that copyright holders are 
fighting back.

© BASICS
Copyright infringement is both a civil and a criminal offence 
which means it can give rise to civil compensatory damages 
and, in some extreme cases, a fine or even a prison sentence. 
While the British interpretation is covered by the Copyright, 
Designs and Patents Act 1988, the UK is one of over 160 
countries that signed-up to the Berne Convention that 
establishes common agreements between nations. Therefore, 
copyright can be defended between borders – so, a lawyer’s 
letter from North America, for example, could be enforced in 
the UK.

Unlike many other IP rights (such as trademarks and patents, 
which are not part of this feature), copyright is automatic. If 
you take a photograph, write an original advice article/blog, 
publish a video, or even design a website, you do not have to 
assert your copyright with the symbol ©, even though some 
specialist solicitors argue it is a good idea. As the ‘expression’ 
has been fixed (on paper, or on the Internet), copyright 
applies immediately. For this reason, you cannot copyright a 
spoken idea, the expression must be ‘fixed’. This is important 
because every picture, article, video, music track, and more, has 
copyright implications, which you must consider.

Using a photograph as an example of an original artistic work, 
if you took the photo (even if it was on someone else’s camera), 
the copyright is yours. You can do with the image what you 
wish. You can sell, or gift, the copyright to someone else, or 
use the copyright to create a licence. This is how certain stock 
photography websites operate, they obtain a licence from the 
copyright holder (usually the photographer) that allows the 
picture to be used, typically for set reasons and fixed periods of 
time, for a fee, a proportion of which goes to the owner. While 
there are some websites that offer ‘free’ images, do not confuse 
‘Royalty-Free’ with ‘Copyright-Free’. There is no such thing 
as something being free of copyright, unless the copyright 
expires, which tends to be 70 years after the death of the 
creator, or photographer, in this case.

If an employee takes a picture as part of work duties, copyright 
is assigned to the employer. Yet, the duration of copyright is B
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COPYRIGHT CONUNDRUMS
By ROB MARSHALL

A low-down picture of a fast-moving car is 
popular among garage websites. Producing such 
a photograph is difficult and expensive. Like all 
images, it belongs to somebody. It is best to ask for 
permission, should you be unable to take your own 
shot like this.  
(Picture provided by Ford of Britain Press Office for 
editorial use, incidentally!)
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linked to the employee, which expires also 70 years after his/
her death. Consider the ‘onion effect’ too; copyright is multi-
layered. For example, you may decide to use a piece of classical 
music in a video, because the composition is old enough for 
the copyright to have expired, but it is easy to forget that the 
later orchestral performance of the melody would have its own 
copyright. Should you decide to play it safe and use a video 
camcorder in your workshop, turn off the radio. Unintentional 
rebroadcasting can breach copyright in the same way as laying 
a sound track of Ariana Grande’s latest warbling over a video 
that you shot of a timing belt change.

Additionally, you cannot use someone else’s photograph 
and doctor it slightly, claiming it to be your own. Using 
a car manufacturer’s press image without permission, 
Photoshopping out the badge and changing the car’s paint 
colour would not be a defence, for example.

Some exceptions to copyright exist, when permission is not 
required. These include non-commercial uses for teaching, 
recording a broadcast for later domestic viewing, review, or 
news reporting (a commercial blog is unlikely to be sufficient 
to justify an exemption) but none of these are likely to be 
applicable to commercial aftermarket motor trade activities, 
unfortunately.

BEING CAUGHT OUT
It is easy to overlook copyright implications in the excitement 
of setting up your own website, until an unexpected letter, 
e-mail or telephone call arrives from either the copyright 
owner or a solicitor. Craig Townsend built his own professional 
website, keysperformanceparts.co.uk, selling aftermarket 
accessories and he told us,

“I used Google to see which pictures were available and 
relevant to a section of my site that informed readers about 
how to wash a car correctly but, when I noticed that certain 
images were copyrighted, I did not use them.”

Unfortunately, Craig did not realise that every image is 
owned by somebody (unless the copyright has expired) and 
he chose a picture accidentally that infringed a professional 
photographer’s copyright. A similar incident occurred at the 
family-run AutoCare Morley of Leeds, where the company 
owner and website creator, Keith Simpson explained,

“I was very careful to ensure that I did not infringe anyone’s 
copyright, when I created our company website. I used 
Google’s advanced image search facility and chose images 
only that did not have a licence. Even then, I ended up using 
someone else’s picture unintentionally. Thankfully, the situation 
ended amicably and the photographer and me came to a 
mutually-beneficial agreement.”

Joshua Schuermann of Briffa Solicitors, an IP specialist, 
explained that, 

“Although it may not be easy to determine whether a 
copyright holder has allowed his pictures to be used, 
this does not mean that you are free to take it and use 
it. If you can’t identify the copyright owner, it is safer 
to refrain from using the picture altogether – always 
assume the image belongs to someone." 

In these cases, an amicable agreement was reached. 
Yet, things are not always that simple, as Mr 
Schuermann elucidated, 

“If you are accused of copyright infringement, simply 
removing the images does not end the dispute. You 
may still be liable to pay damages for the time the 
images were displayed on your site. 

Such disputes can often be resolved by 
communicating with the other party, reaching a 
settlement by mutual agreement is always preferable 
to formal legal action.” 

Yet, do not presume that the threat of action is a rarity. 
Certain organisations, including image library websites, are 
targeting SMEs specifically using copyright ‘bots’ that detect 
unauthorised use of pictures and send copyright infringement 
letters to the person/organisation responsible. The resultant 
claims are known to total several thousands of Pounds per 
image. In such cases, it would be the website owner who is 
liable, even if someone else provided the image, such as a web 
design company. It has been known also for company directors 
to be held legally liable.

Press pictures, i.e. those intended to be used solely by the 
media, are protected also by copyright, many of which state 
specifically that they should not be used for promotional 
purposes. Therefore, using a press image on your garage’s 
website would breach copyright, unless you have the relevant 
copyright owner’s permission. However, photographing an 
actual example of a motor car outside of your garage is unlikely 
to create issues from a copyright perspective. 

The digital age makes it very easy to take bad photographs but you must not 
steal decent ones. This one was shot and lit professionally but photographers 
are not always expensive. The alternative is to brush-up on your camera skills 
and buy some decent kit.
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PROTECTING YOURSELF
Should you be about to build your own website to promote 
your business, ensure that you keep records that detail the 
origins of the pictures used. Should you use a picture library 
and buy a licence, keep records of any expiry dates - especially 
as content can remain on websites for many years, even if 
archived. Continuing to use an image after expiry of the licence 
triggers the same liability as a standard copyright infringement. 

If you engage a professional photographer, always enquire 
about copyright, or review the relevant clause(s) in the terms 
of business. Most photographers will seek to retain ownership 
of the copyright in the photographs they take, even if they are 
commissioned and paid to create these images for you. It’s vital 
you understand the terms of the licence granted to you and 
check whether there are any issues with the duration, territory 
or exclusivity of the licence. It is possible that you are granted 
a licence to use a picture for a website only, use in a brochure 
may prompt extra fees. The same applies to website designers; 
if your designer retains the copyright to a unique design, you 
may not be able to use another designer, without the whole 
site being recreated again. In many cases, it is simpler, cheaper 

and safer to take the picture, or even design a website, yourself. 
If copyright is assigned to you, or your business, this will need 
to be in writing but expect to pay a higher rate.

Rather than look upon copyright as a potential hindrance, 
consider that it can protect the independent repairer, too. If 
you spend considerable resources developing an impressive 
website, why should somebody else’s business take the 
content and compete against you? We have seen complete 
technical advice blogs being cut-and-pasted verbatim on other 
sites, for example. Where your copyrighted material is being 
used without your consent, you may be entitled to financial 
compensation, in addition to securing the immediate removal 
of the infringing material. As in all legal cases, should you need 
advice, be wary of self-professed copyright ‘armchair experts’ 
on Internet forums, consult a specialist solicitor for that advice.

With thanks to:
Briffa Legal Ltd.
02072 886 003
www.briffa.com
https://twitter.com/briffalegal
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This timing belt photograph may have been zoomed into, with text placed over it, but it is clearly a copy of the original image.  
(Copyright exemption to show these webpages declared under ‘fair dealing’ for review.)

Lifting images from another website can be this obvious. The picture of a 
scratched Mégane is shown against the website, from where the original 
larger image was taken. (Copyright exemption to show these webpages 
declared under ‘fair dealing’ for review.)

http://www.briffa.com
https://twitter.com/briffalegal


And ...

... and ... and ... and ... and ... and ... and ... and ... and ... all included!
MEYLE-ORIGINAL oil change kits for automatic transmissions make changing 
transmission oil extremely easy, because each of the more than 60 vehicle-
specific kits in our range contain everything needed for the job. This saves time 
and enables a timely and competent service.

Learn more at www.meyle.com/oilchangekits

MEYLE UK Ltd. 
47 Dolphin Road, Shoreham-by-Sea, West Sussex, BN43 6PB, UK

Phone: 01273 463686, contact@meyle.co.uk, www.meyle.co.uk

http://www.meyle.com/oilchangekits
mailto:contact@meyle.co.uk
http://www.meyle.co.uk


EXPERIENCE
Driven by

What drives you
drives us.

bosch-workshopworld.co.uk

Competence is not just a matter of years. It’s a combination of long-term 
objectives, dedication and commitment to continually learn and grow from your 
experience. As one of the first companies, we started on this path 30 years ago 
in the field of diagnostics. 

We aim to make everyday workshop tasks more effective and efficient with our KTS 
diagnostic solutions and the dedicated ESI[tronic] software. What‘s more: we want to 
use our experience and knowledge to strengthen your confidence in us every day. That’s 
why we continually enhance our control unit diagnosis tools, providing you with the latest 
generation of innovative, state-of-the-art KTS hardware solutions.

YEARS

http://bosch-workshopworld.co.uk

